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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Maternal employment outside the home can no longer be 
considered exceptional or non-traditional. This trend has 
steadily progressed over the past few decades, with the rate 
of increase particularly high for families with infants and 
preschool-age children. In 1960, only 19% of mother's with 
children under 6 years were employed, by 1970 this proportion 
had increased to 34.5% of mothers with children under the age 
of 3 (Barnett & Baruch, 1978). In contrast, by 1987, 71% of 
mothers with school age children were employed outside the 
home (Hoffman, 1989), and 53% of mothers with a child under 1 
year of age were employed (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
1987). Indeed, it has been estimated (Howes, 1987) that soon 
nearly all inf ants and toddlers will attend some type of child 
care. This revolutionary development has forced the child 
development community to re-examine the role of alternative 
caregivers and the impact of maternal-infant separation on the 
parent and child. 
Accompanying the increase in the use of non-maternal 
child care is a concern about the potential effects of 
maternal employment on children's development. Historically, 
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the work of Spitz (1946) and Bowlby (1969) sensitized the 
public to the possible adverse effects of extended separations 
of mother and infant. These findings have fueled arguments 
for the maintenance of "traditional" family role organization 
(Easterbrooks & Goldberg, 1985). The empirical literature to 
date addressing the direct effects of maternal employment and 
alternate care on mother's and infants is far from conclusive. 
comprehensive research efforts have focused on emotional 
development, social development, and intellectual development 
(McCartney & Galanopoulos, 1988). Concerns about negative 
consequences of day care have primarily focused on the risk of 
children developing maladaptive attachment relationships 
(Belsky & Rovine, 1988; McCartney & Galanopoulos, 1988; 
McCartney & Phillips, 1988). However, reviewers have 
disagreed strongly in their conclusions. A number of 
researchers have posited that extensive non-maternal, and 
especially nonparental, care begun prior to the first 
birthday, for samples studied in the United States, is 
associated with patterns of attachment that are usually 
regarded as evidence of insecurity (e.g. in assessment of 
infant behavior displayed on reunion with and following 
separation from their parents infants evidenced more 
resistance and avoidance of the parent [usually mother], 
higher anxiety, less proximity seeking toward the parent) 
(Belsky & Rovine, 1988; Barglow et al, 1987; Gamble & Zigler, 
1986; Brazelton, 1986; Schwartz, 1983; Vaughn et al, 1980). 
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others have maintained that psychological studies have 
documented that nonparental child care does not disrupt the 
mother-child relationship (McCartney & Phillips, 1988; 
McCartney & Galanopoulos, 1988; Ainslie & Anderson, 1984; 
Farran, Burchinal, Hutaff, & Ramey, 1984). These reviewers 
have also cited anthropological research to demonstrate that 
shared child-rearing is the norm in non-industrialized 
societies, and has not been shown to have deleterious effects 
on mother-infant relationships. 
One of the major criticisms aimed at studies offering 
findings of maladaptive relationships concerns assessment. 
The primary tool used in this research is the Strange 
Situation (Ainsworth & Wittig, 1969; Ainsworth, Blehar, 
Waters, & Wall, 1978). The validity of this measure for use 
with day-care children has been criticized, in that separation 
and reunion (the criteria upon which attachment status is 
determined in the procedure) may not be equally stressful 
events for children in day care and children in full time 
maternal care (Clarke-Stewart & Fein, 1983). More important, 
several developmental theorists have posited that individual 
differences in infant temperament are confounded with 
performance in the Strange Situation. In other words, it may 
be that' particular inborn characteristics of the infant may be 
more responsible for behavior in the strange Situation than 
day care status. (Campos, Barret, Lamb, Goldstein, & 
Sternberg, 1983; Kagan, 1982). Although this validity issue 
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might not on its face appear to have much impact on the 
interpretation of day care data, it does become significant if 
one were to posit that a child's temperament might have an 
impact on parental decisions to place or not place a child in 
a day care setting. Furthermore, others have asserted that 
various family background variables such as single parent 
status, high stress, use of unstable child care arrangements 
(Vaughn, Gove, & Egeland, 1980); socioeconomic status, 
positive maternal attitude towards childbearing and 
motherhood, child temperament and development (Barglow, 
Vaughn, & Molitor, 1987); and stress levels experienced by the 
mother (Howes & Stewart, 1987; Gamble & Zigler, 1986; Howes & 
Rubenstein, 1985} are all closely related both to the 
probability that a child will be placed in a day care setting 
and to mother infant relationships. These potential confounds 
have not yet been adequately addressed by current day care 
research. It remains unclear how these variables mediate the 
relationship of child care arrangement to adaptation and 
development. What is clear, however, is that it is critical 
to control for background variables in research attempting to 
assess the impact of day care on development in general, and 
on emotional attachment to the mother in particular. Equally 
clear i's that research on day care effects must be sensitive 
to individual temperamental qualities of the children, and 
their role in mediating both adaptation to the day care 
setting and to the establishment of the infant-mother bond. 
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Before examining the role of temperament in adaptation to 
day care, let us first review the role of temperament on 
development in general. 
The Inf ant-Mother Dyad 
The process of individual development is constantly 
changing and developing. The interaction of individual 
behavioral style and environment will produce certain 
outcomes. This dynamic process involves ever-changing 
environmental opportunities, demands, or expectations which 
can reinforce old behaviors, or promote new ones. 
The literature has long recognized the importance of 
individual differences in behavior style in relation to 
psychosocial development. In fact, it has been suggested that 
what may be more important in understanding infant-mother 
relationships is the "goodness of fit" between infant and 
parent characteristics. Several authors have described a 
bidirectional model of parent child relations, in which child 
characteristics (i.e. behavioral style or temperament), 
parental reactions and feedback, and resulting child behavior 
are described as child context "circular functions" (Lerner & 
Galambos, 1985; Lerner & Lerner, 1983; Chess, Thomas & Birch, 
1959); Schneirla, 1953). The child can gain, through 
feedback, the effect of his/her influence on others, acting 
then as a producer of his/her own development (Lerner,1982). 
This relationship has been described by the "goodness of fit" 
model, which specifies "positive feedback and child outcomes 
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when there is a match between child characteristics and 
contextual demands and negative feedback and child outcomes 
when there is a mismatch between these elements" (Thomas & 
chess, 1977; Lerner & Lerner, 1982; Windle & Lerner, 1986). 
In brief, "goodness of fit" is the result of an affinity 
between environmental demands and the child's temperament. 
When this harmony is present, optimal positive development is 
possible. When these systems are discordant (i.e. 
discrepancies and dissonances between the temperament and 
other characteristics of the child and the environmental 
demands, expectations, opportunities), this "poorness of fit" 
can result in distorted or maladaptive functioning within the 
infant-mother dyad (Thomas & Chess, 1977; Chess & Thomas, 
1986). An example of "poor fit" might be the gregarious, 
highly energetic, outgoing infant with a very rigid, 
controlling mother, where the behavioral styles of each 
individual clash rather than complement each other (similar to 
the traditional bull in the china shop). Therefore, it is 
imperative to examine how both infant and mother 
characteristics interact to produce particular outcomes. 
Infant Temperament 
One inf ant characteristic hypothesized to have an impact 
on infant-caregiver interactions is temperament (Holmes, Reich 
& Pasternak, 1984; Thomas & Chess, 1980). Individual 
behavioral styles (or temperament) refer to the unique styles 
with which individuals interact with their environment. 
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Diverse explanations of the construct have been offered, Mark 
rrwain (1938) went as far as to say that even Satan had a 
definition for temperament: "Temperament is the law of God 
written in the heart of every creature by God's own hand, and 
must be obeyed in spite of all restricting or forbidding 
statutes, let them emanate whence they may" (p. 38). The 
notion of temperament as so extremely rigid and deterministic 
(as Twain suggests) has given way to viewing it more as a 
rubric than a trait itself (Plomin & Dunn, 1986). This leads 
to the concept of temperamental dimensions that reflect 
behavioral tendencies instead of identifying discrete 
behavioral acts. Temperamental traits are usually defined as 
cross-situationally and developmentally stable behavior 
tendencies with strong, inborn, biological roots (Bretheraton 
& Waters, 1985; Goldsmith & Campos, 1982; Plomin, 1983; 
Rothbart & Derryberry, 1981). 
The New York Longitudinal Study (NYLS), a landmark work 
of Thomas, Chess and their colleagues {1963), was one of the 
first systematic examinations of individual differences within 
the context of environmental interaction. These authors 
conceptualized temperament as the individual's emotional 
reactivity or behavioral style in interacting with the 
environment. Temperament describes how the child behaves, 
rather than what the individual can do, their abilities, or 
why they do it, which is a matter of internal organization or 
motivation (Thomas & Chess, 1977). Temperament is described 
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by these authors as " .•. the stylistic component of behavior -
the how as differentiated from the motivation, the why of 
behavior and abilities, and the what of behavior." The NYLS 
was designed to determine the significance of early 
temperamental dimensions in later personality development and 
adjustment. The authors attempted to identify certain 
temperamental types, to assess the stability of these over 
time, and to study the interaction of temperament with the 
environment. They identified nine dimensions of temperament: 
1. Activity Level: the extent to which a motor 
component exists during bathing, eating, playing, dressing, 
and handling; information on sleep-wake cycle, reaching, 
crawling, and walking. 
2. Rhythmicity: the predictability in time of such 
functions as the sleep-wake cycle, hunger, feeding and 
elimination. 
3. Approach or Withdrawal: the nature of the response 
to a new stimulus (food, toy, or person). 
4. Adaptability: change in resp·onse to new or altered 
situations (not initial response as in approach-withdrawal). 
5. :rntensi ty of reaction: the energy level of response. 
6. Threshold of responsiveness: the intensity of level 
of the 'stimulation necessary to evoke a response. 
7. Quality of mood: the amount of pleasant, joyful, and 
friendly behavior, as contrasted with unpleasant, crying, and 
unfriendly behavior. 
8. Distractibility: 
9 
the effectiveness of extraneous 
stimuli in interfering with the ongoing behavior. 
9. Attention span and persistence: Attention span 
refers to the length of time a particular activity (self-
initiated or participated in) is pursued; persistence refers 
to the child's maintaining an activity in the face of 
obstacles to its continuation. 
Although these individual temperamental attributes were 
found to have significant impact on a child's development, it 
was the interaction between a child's temperament and 
environment (e.g. caregiver attitudes and behaviors, other 
external demands) that was the most critical factor in a 
child's adjustment. It appears that temperament is an 
attribute of the child which mediates the influence of the 
environment (Plomin & Dunn, 1986). In other words, rather 
than viewing the infant as a passive participant in dyadic 
interactions, temperament includes abilities that enable the 
child to regulate social relationships. For example, research 
has linked individual differences in temperament to infant and 
child psychological health (Chess & Thomas, 1984; Thomas & 
Chess, 1977), resilience to stress (Werner & Smith, 1982), 
coping with medical illness and hospitalization (Rutter, 
1983), and quality of parent-child interactions (Crockenberg, 
1981) . 
Yet another example of how the child's temperament and 
the environment interact to determine the course of 
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development can be seen in the finding that inf ant temperament 
significantly influences the behavior and attitude of 
caregivers and plays a significant role in the 
child/environment interaction process at various stages of 
development (Thomas, 1984). As offered by Goldsmith & Campos 
(1982, p. 162) "Differences in temperament can elicit, modify 
and prevent many social behaviors of the caregiver." For 
example, difficult infant temperament has been shown to be 
related to lower maternal responsiveness (Stevenson-Hinde & 
Simpson, 1982; Hinde, Easton, Mellon, & Thamplin, 1982; 
Milliones, 1978; Goodman & Campbell, 1979; Kelly, 1976). In 
addition to this diminished responsiveness, infant 
characteristics associated with the "difficult" temperament 
have been tied to more negative types of maternal response 
such as more restriction and punishment (Peters-Martin and 
Wachs, 1984) and intrusive or power-assertive control (Lee and 
Bates, 1985). 
Research suggests that in addition to general effects of 
certain temperamental attributes on maternal behavior, the 
behavior of the parent may be ultimately determined by the 
"goodness of fit" between mother and infant. For example, 
althouc;W "difficult" temperament (a specific cluster of 
temperamental attributes characterized by irregularity of 
biological functions, withdrawal from the new, slow 
adaptability, intensity of mood, and generally frequent 
negative mood which make child-rearing more difficult for 
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parents within our social culture) has been shown to be 
related to comparatively adverse mother-infant interactions, 
those parents who were themselves temperamentally "difficult" 
and who understood and adapted to the child's intense 
reactions and irregular patterns could interact positively 
with their child and thereby offset negative effects to the 
child's development (Thomas, Chess, & Birch, 1968; Kelly, 
1976; Milliones, 1978; Campbell, 1979). 
Since the research suggests that the parent's 
interpretations of their child's temperament have important 
implications for how they interact with their child, any 
factors external to the parent and child that might have an 
effect on these perceptions could also potentially affect the 
quality of parent-child interaction, and hence, development. 
For example, one recent study (Belsky & Rovine, 1988) revealed 
that insecurely attached infants of working mothers were rated 
by their mothers as more temperamentally "difficult" than 
insecurely attached infants being raised solely by their 
mother. In addition, the investigators found that mother's 
perceptions of their infant's temperament were linked to 
insecure attachment, rather than being an purely objective 
assessment of infant behavior. As the primary source of 
assessment of infant temperament is parental (usually 
maternal) report (Matheny, Wilson, & Thoben, 1987), it is 
possible that maternal reports of infant temperament do not 
correlate strongly with other objective measures, such as 
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independent observations (Bates & Bayles, 1984; Hubert et al, 
l982). Some have suggested that this lack of agreement is a 
function of mother biases, subjective components such as 
personality, social class, and/or child-rearing attitudes 
(Sameroff, Seifer, & Elias, 1982; Vaughn, Taraldson, Crichton, 
& Egeland, 1981). This implies that reported infant 
temperament is dependent, to at least some degree, on 
personality characteristics of the mother, as well as her 
state of being. This suggests that maternal perceptions, 
attitudes, and actions may be very important in determining 
which children are vulnerable and at risk (Clarke-Stewart, 
1989). 
Maternal Characteristics 
In addition to characteristics of the child, such as 
temperament, the relationship between mother and child is 
influenced by maternal perceptions, attitudes and values. The 
"goodness of fit" match within the mother-child dyad may be 
significantly affected by excessive stress within that system. 
While some degree of stress and conflict are expected and 
indeed constructive "when in keeping with the child's 
developmental potentials and capacities for mastery" (Thomas 
& Chess, 1980, p. 90), excessive stress resulting from 
poornes's of fit between environmental demands and child 
abilities can cause disturbed behavioral functioning. Gamble 
& Zigler (1986) have suggested that stress producing 
environmental circumstances are likely to affect the mother's 
physical availability, and possibly her 
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emotional 
availability. This has been demonstrated in primate research 
(Rosenblum & Paully, 1984), where mothers placed in stressful 
environments, while physically present, were generally unable 
to be contingently responsive to infant needs. A mother's 
emotional state can also have an impact on the way she views 
her child For example, in a study of mother's perceptions of 
their infants, the authors found that anxious mothers are more 
likely to have anxious children (Bates & Bayles, 1984), with 
more difficult temperaments. One might posit that stress 
taxes the energies of the mother, thus leaving her less 
responsive to the infant. Mothers who are feeling stressed 
and resentful of the demands placed on them interact 
differently and engage in fewer positive interactions with 
their infants than mothers who are reasonably low-stressed and 
content (McCartney & Galanopoulos, 1988; Barglow, Vaughn, & 
Molitor, 1987; Gamble & Zigler, 1986). 
several other characteristics of working mothers can 
lessen their emotional availability to their children, such as 
the increased stress of handling two full-time jobs (working 
and motherhood) (Clarke-Stewart, 1989), pressure to both stay 
at home and enter the labor force (McCartney & Phillips, 
1988), 'and maternal separation anxiety (Hock, 1985). such 
role conflicts may result in guilt feelings and doubts about 
their child-rearing competencies (Birnbaum, 1971). These 
guilt feelings appear nested within the task of reconciling 
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two selves, one believing that a happy working mother is 
better than a resentful mother that stays home, the other 
fearing that one's work somehow harms their child or the 
relationship between them (McCartney & Phillips, 1988}. If 
this is the case, one might expect working mothers to 
experience higher levels of stress than do homemakers. 
Mothers who are in role conflict or who do feel guilty about 
placing their child in day care, may be expected to feel 
dissatisfied, low in morale and have low self esteem, which 
affects their ability to be sensitive to their infant (Lamb, 
Owen, & Chase-Landsdale, 1979. Hoffman, 1974}. However, 
several researchers (McCartney & Phillips, 1988; McCartney, 
Scarr, Phillips, Grajek, & Scwartz, 1985; Scarr, 1984} have 
demonstrated that these feelings do not necessarily preclude 
mothers from being emotionally available to their infants. In 
fact, their research suggests that part-time working mothers 
appear to experience the least role conflict and guilt, while 
also exhibiting greater self esteem, thus giving them the best 
of both worlds. 
In sum, the literature presents a conflicting picture of 
the beneficial and detrimental effects of maternal employment 
in terms of increased stress, enhancement of self esteem, and 
the basic mother-infant relationship. The interaction of 
maternal attitudes, perceptions, and general state of being 
and infant temperament is the critical equation behind the 
emotional development of children. The addition of a variable 
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such as day care may significantly impact this dyad in a 
number of ways, which may in turn be dependent on particular 
aspects of either the mother, the infant, or both. 
Rationale for the Research Study 
Based on the foregoing introduction and literature 
review, the following conclusions were presented as the 
rationale for the practical and theoretical need for the 
study: 
1. Day care is an major social issue. Disagreement 
concerning its beneficial or harmful effects is hotly debated, 
yet research has been unable to identify what aspects of child 
care make it a good or bad experience, or what children should 
or should not be in it. Perhaps it is a combination of 
maternal and child characteristics that are optimal for 
successful day care experiences. 
2. Temperament has been implicated as a critical factor 
affecting mother-infant interaction, yet little research has 
examined how inf ant temperament is related to placement in day 
care, and how infant temperament is affected by day care, or 
how the effects of day care may be influenced by individual 
temperamental attributes of the child. 
3. Maternal stress has also been implicated as a 
critical factor affecting mother-infant interaction, yet 
little is known about its relationship to infant temperament, 
or by infant placement in day care, and finally how maternal 
stress affects the child's response to the day care setting. 
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Hypotheses 
Hypothesis One 
This research sought to examine differences between day 
care and home care mothers in their reported stress levels, 
and in their temperament classification of their infants. It 
was predicted that due to the increased demands of full time 
employment and parental responsibilities, day care mothers 
would report higher levels of stress than home care mothers. 
It was also predicted that day care mothers would not 
differ from home care mothers on the temperamental 
classification of their infants. However, it was predicted 
that mothers of difficult infants would report higher stress 
levels than mothers of easy infants. 
Hypothesis Two 
The research further addressed the relationship between 
reported maternal stress and the nine specific temperament 
dimensions (activity level, approach-withdrawal, adaptability 
to new situations, intensity of reaction, distractibility, 
perseverance, threshold, rhythmicity, and mood). Specifically 
it was predicted that high scores on the temperament 
dimensions associated with the difficult cluster (i.e. 
rhythmicity, approach/withdrawal, adaptability, intensity, and 
mood) would be related to high stress scores. Furthermore, 
because day care mothers are expected to have higher stress 
scores, these relationships are expected to be stronger for 
this group. 
CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
The project was designed to assess the interrelationship 
of maternal stress, rating of infant temperament, and the type 
of child care employed. 
Design 
Quasi-experimental correlational research methodologies 
were utilized in this study. A factorial design was employed, 
in which the factors were child care status (home care versus 
day care) and temperament classification (easy versus 
difficult) . The dependent variable was maternal stress 
(total, child-oriented, parent-oriented). 
Methodology 
Setting 
Day Care. In the present study, day care refers to full 
time out of home care. Four day care centers located in the 
Chicago Metropolitan area provided the subjects for the day 
care group. Three of the centers were north suburban, one was 
in Chicago, and all were not-for-profit. The population 
served by the three suburban centers was generally middle 
class, 'two parent families. The population served by the 
Chicago center was also predominantly middle class, but did 
include a somewhat broader spectrum of socioeconomic levels 
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and ethnic groups. Because of the variability in these 
factors, only families of middle socioeconomic status 
comparable to the other centers were included in this study. 
According to the Howes & Olenick, (1986) criterion, all of 
these centers were characterized as high quality, i.e. 
maximum adult:child ratio of 1:4 for children two years of age 
and younger; supervisory caregivers with formal training in 
child development; no more than two primary teachers over the 
year) . In all centers, the maximum number of infants per 
group was 12, so that three or more staff were present in a 
full group. These included the head (or lead) teacher who was 
primarily responsible for the group. Minimum qualifications 
for the lead teacher was a B.A. degree, usually in early 
childhood education, and day care experience. Other 
caregivers had taken course work in early childhood 
development and practical work experience. 
Home care. Home care subjects were recruited through a 
private pediatric practice located in the Lincoln Park area of 
Chicago and affiliated with a major pediatric medical center. 
The population served by this practice was comparable to that 
of the day care centers in terms of socioeconomic class and 
ethnicity, as will be shown in the subjects section. All 
f 
infants in this group had been in full time maternal care 
since birth. 
Subjects 
Subjects consisted of 56 mothers and their infants (aged 
19 
1s to 63 weeks) equally divided between day care and home care 
groups. The majority were white intact families with 1-2 
children, and well educated parents with high incomes. 
Excluded from both groups were infants with significant 
medical problems, and non-English speaking families. Infants 
were matched on age and sex and there were no significant 
differences between the two groups on any dimensions except 
age of father. Demographic data are reported in Table 1. 
chi-square analyses revealed a significant difference of the 
age of the father. While most fathers were between 30 and 39 
years of age, the day care group had more older fathers (N=5 
vs. N=l) and the home care group had more younger fathers (N=6 
vs. N=l). Infant age ranged from 15 to 63 weeks. 
Procedure 
In the day care group, infants in the infant care room of 
the day care centers (6 weeks to 14 months of age) and their 
families were eligible to participate. Parents were sent an 
introductory letter from the day care center director, briefly 
explaining the center's participation. Home care subjects 
were selected through the records of the pediatric practice. 
Mothers in both groups were contacted by an investigator to 
explain the purpsoe of the study. All day care parents who 
were co'ntacted by the investigator agreed to participate. Of 
these, two returned incomplete 
excluded from the analysis. 
questionnaires 
Their matched 
and 
home 
were 
care 
participants were also excluded. Two home care mothers failed 
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Table 1 
characteristics of Subjects and Families. 
Inf ants Home care Day Care 
(N=56) 
Inf ant age (weeks) 
Mean (S. D) 33.96 ( 11. 3) 34.18 ( 11. 5) 
Home Care Day Care Chi-Sq 
N N 
sex 
Male 18 64 18 64 
Female 10 36 10 36 
.oo 
No. of Children 
(incl. Infant) 
1 16 57 16 57 
2 11 39 10 36 
3 1 3.5 
4 1 4 1 3.5 
1.05 
Mother Age 
22-29 7 25 5 18 
30-39 18 64 22 79 
40-49 3 11 1 4 
1. 73 
Father Age 
22-29 6 21 1 4 
30-39 21 75 22 78 
40-49 1 4 5 18 
6.26* 
Marital status 
Married 26 93 27 96 
Separated 2 7 1 4 
.35 
* = p < .05 ** = p < .01 
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Table 1 {continued) 
Home Care Day Care Chi-Sq 
N N 
Income 
20-30,000 2 7 1 4 
30-40,000 2 7 
40-50,000 4 14 3 11 
50-60,000 4 14 3 11 
60,000 + over 14 50 15 54 
6.21 
Ethnic 
White 26 92 27 96 
Hispanic 1 4 
Oriental 1 4 
Other 1 4 
3.02 
Mother Education 
High School Dg. 2 7 
Some College 3 11 4 14 
College Grad 14 50 16 57 
Master's 7 25 7 25 
Doctoral 2 7 1 4 
2.61 
Father Education 
Some College 5 18 34 11 
College Grad 13 46 11 39 
Master's 5 18 7 25 
Doctoral 4 14 6 21 
Voc./Tech. 1 4 1 4 
1.40 
* = p < .05 ** = p < .01 
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to return their questionnaires, one stated that the measures 
took too long to fill out, the other misplaced the packet, and 
was then unable to be age-matched to a day care subject. 
Their matched day care subjects were assigned new controls. 
All parents who agreed to participate completed the informed 
consent form (day care group see Appendix A; home care group 
Appendix B) . 
Upon receiving parental consent, each family was given 
(day care group) or mailed (home care group) a packet 
containing the self-report measures to be completed at home. 
Mothers were asked to return the questionnaires within one 
week. 
Measures 
1) Temperament. Temperament was assessed using the Revised 
Infant Temperament Questionnaire (Carey & McDevitt, 1978, see 
Appendix C). This questionnaire uses maternal ratings to 
establish scores along nine dimensions: activity level, 
approach-withdrawal, adaptability to new situations, intensity 
of reaction, distractibility, perseverance, threshold, 
rhythmicity, and mood (positive vs. negative). The scale 
assesses these dimensions by eliciting parental responses to 
95 behaviorally descriptive statements. Responses indicate 
frequency of behavior along a six point continuum, (l=almost 
never to 6=almost always) (Carey & McDevitt, 1978). In 
addition to the nine dimensions, three constellations have 
been defined as a way of classifying temperament in children: 
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easy (40%); difficult (10%); and slow to warm up (15%). The 
remaining 35 % of subjects who, on the basis of their scores, 
do not fall into these categories prompted Carey (1970) to 
designate two additional categories. They were: a) 
intermediate high (toward the "difficult" group); and b) 
intermediate low (toward the "easy" group) . 
standardization 
The instrument was standardized on a sample of subjects 
selected from three private pediatric practices, two in 
suburban Philadelphia, the third in New York. The sample 
consisted of 104 boys and 99 girls between the ages of 4 and 
8 months. The majority of subjects were from white middle 
class families, thus raising some question regarding the 
appropriateness of the instrument with minority groups or 
lower socioeconomic class families. It was not specified 
whether any of the sample infants were in day care, however 
this is highly unlikely given the period during which it was 
conducted. Although its standardization sample consisted of 
infants 4 to 8 months of age, the instrument has been used 
with older (up to 1 year) infants (W.B. Carey, personal 
communication, 1990; W. Fullard, personal communication, 
1990). 
On'e month test-retest reliabilities (mean interval = 25 .1 
days) were conducted on 41 subjects. Reliability coefficients 
for the nine temperament dimensions ranged from .66 to .86, 
with a mean of . 76. Internal consistency for the nine 
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dimensions ranged from .49 to .83 with a mean of .61. 
Although the external validity of temperament scales is 
difficult to establish with certainty (Carey & McDevitt, 
1978), due to the lack of standardized observational 
techniques covering temperamental dimensions, a review of the 
temperament measures (Hubert et al. , 1982) suggested that 
11 
••• the most promising concurrent validity findings appear to 
involve the Revised Infant Temperament Questionnaire (p. 
576)." Plomin ( 1983) identified the "systematic series of 
questionnaires" (including the Revised Infant Temperament 
Questionnaire) as the instruments of choice in studying 
parental ratings of the NYLS dimensions. These observations 
were echoed by Chess and Thomas (1986). 
Parental Attitudes and Stress 
Maternal experiences of stress were measured via the 
Parenting Stress Index (see Appendix D), a parent self-report 
instrument designed to measure the relative magnitude of 
stress in the parent-child system and to identify the source 
domains of stress (Abiden, 1986) . The Parental Stress Index 
is based on the additive model of stress and the assumption 
that stressors are multidimensional. The index is a screening 
and diagnostic tool yielding a measure of the relative 
magnitutle of stress in the parent-child dyad. It is designed 
to identify parents who are "at risk" for experiencing stress 
in the parenting role, and to assess whether that stress is 
related to child characteristics or parental/family variables. 
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The PSI is a 120 item Likert-type scale, in which parents are 
asked to think of their children and describe their feelings 
along a continuum of 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly 
disagree). It has been well standardized and yields: a Total 
Domain stress score; a Child Domain score; a Parent Domain 
score; and a life stress score. 
Al though the Child Domain items ref er to the child's 
temperamental characteristics which are predictive of 
behavioral problems, they are not a measure of temperament per 
se. Rather, these items assess the degree of parental stress 
attributed to child characteristics and behaviors (Thomas & 
Chess, 1977; Abidin, 1986). The Child Characteristics Domain 
is composed of the following categories: 
1. Child Adaptability/Plasticity: the ability to 
adjust to changes in the physical or social environment. 
2. Acceptability of Child to Parent: the degree to 
which the child's physical, intellectual, and emotional 
characteristics match the parent's expectations. 
3. Child Demandingness: the degree to which the 
parent experiences 
him/her. 
the child as placing many demands on 
4. 
s. 
Child Mood: the child's affective functioning. 
Child Distractibility/Hyperactivity: the parent's 
perception of the child's level of activity and concentration. 
6. Child Reinforces Parent: the degree to which the 
parent experiences the child as a source of reinforcement. 
The Parent Domain scales assess 
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individual 
characteristics of the parent and his/her social support 
systems, and measure the stress attributable to the 
responsibilities and demands of parenting. The Parent 
characteristics Domain is composed of the following 
categories: 
1. Parent Depression: the feelings of guilt, 
unhappiness, and depression. 
2. Parent Attachment: the emotional closeness to the 
child and ability to understand the child's feelings and/or 
needs. 
3. Restrictions Imposed by Parental Role: the degree 
to which the parent experiences the parental role as 
restricting freedom and frustrating their attempts to maintain 
their identity. 
4. Parent's Sense of Competence: the parent's 
perceived degree of competence in fulfilling the parental 
role. 
5. Social Isolation: the degree of isolation from 
peers. 
6. Relationship with Spouse: the emotional and active 
support in the relationship. 
7. Parental Heal th: the general heal th of the parent. 
An optional life stress scale is also included , which 
is designed to identify specific events generally thought to 
be stressful (e.g. divorce, death of spouse, loss of job, 
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etc.) · 
The structure of the index in terms of its three 
subscales is patterned after the "goodness of fit" model, 
where stress is broken down into components of child, parent, 
and life stresses. Therefore, this instrument is a logical 
choice for assessing stress within the infant mother-dyad, as 
it has been partially derived from the same theoretical 
framework of viewing infant behavior as is the Infant 
Temperament Questionnaire. 
The PSI was normed on a sample of 534 parents who 
visited several small group pediatric clinics in central 
Virginia. The sample was predominantly Caucasion (92%), 
followed by Black (6%). Mother's age ranged from 18 to 61 
(mean=29.8), father's ages ranged from 18 to 65 (mean=31.6), 
and child's age ranged from 1 month to 19 years. 
Approximately 90% of the fathers and 13% of the mothers were 
working full time. The educational level was high, with 
approximately one third of the mothers and fathers having 
graduated from college, graduate, or professional school. 
Internal consistency coefficients for the normative 
sample were as follows: Child Domain, from .62 to .70; Parent 
Domain, from .55 to .80. Reliability coefficients for the 
normative sample were: Child Domain, .89; Parent Domain, .93; 
and Total Domain, . 95 (Abidin, 1986). Stability of test-
retest reliabilities across time intervals of 3 weeks to one 
year were also reported in four other studies (Burke, 1978; 
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Hamilton,1980; Zakreski, 1983; Abidin, 1986 as cited in 
Abidin, 1986). Coefficients ranged from .55 to .81 for the 
Child Domain; from .69 to .91 for the Parent Domain; and from 
.65 to .96 for the Total Domain. 
Abidin (1986) conducted a factor analysis of the 
Parenting Stress Index of the original sample. 
was subjected to a principal components analysis. 
rotation criterion was used to rotate components. 
Child Domain the six factor solution (i.e. 
Each domain 
A varimax 
Within the 
the domain 
subscales) accounted for 41% of the variance. For the Parent 
Domain, the seven factor solution (i.e. the domain subscales) 
accounted for 44% of the variance. 
A replication of this analysis was conducted with 447 
Bermudian mothers (Hauenstein, Scarr, & Abiden, 1986). The 
results of this study supported the previous factor loadings. 
Data has demonstrated evidence of concurrent validity 
between the Child Domain of the Parenting Stress Index and the 
Quay and Peterson Child Behavior Checklist (Lafiosca & Loyd, 
1981; 1987). Casey (1983) reported significant positive 
relationships between the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist 
and the PSI Child Domain score (r = .56, p < .001), and with 
the PSI Parent Domain score (r = .40, p < .001). 
Several studies have assessed discriminant validity 
through a comparison of specific groups in relation to normal 
(control) subjects. Groups in expected high stress categories 
including: 1) children with medical problems such as cerebral 
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palsy (Zimmerman, 1979); Spina Bifida (Kazak & Marvin, 1984); 
mental retardation (Greenberg, 1983); and 2) children and 
families with emotional or behavioral problems such as 
emotionally disturbed and learning disabled children (Jenkins, 
1982, cited in Abidin, 1986) ; developmentally delayed children 
(Upshur, 1981; Saviano, 1981); hyperactive children (Mash, 
1983a) ; and abusive/non-abusive parents (Mash, 1983b) . These 
studies demonstrated the ability of the Parenting Stress 
Index to discriminate between different groups in general 
stress level, and in specific areas (stress domains). 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Temperament 
As discussed in the previous section, Thomas et al. 
(1968) described three categories based on the nine 
temperament dimensions. The categories are a) the easy child; 
b) the difficult child; and c) the slow-to-warm-up child. 
Carey (1970; 1978) offered two additional categories (high and 
low intermediate) to account for those infants who did not fit 
into any of the above categories. Table 2 presents a 
comparison between the present and normative samples for these 
temperament clusters. 
Simple Chi-Square analyses were conducted to assess 
differences between the present and normative samples on 
temperament classification. No significant differences 
between the Home Care group and the norm, or between the Day 
care group and the norm were found for combined categories 
(Easy, Difficult) . Intermediate Low, Di ff icul t, and 
Intermediate High) , both the Home Care and the Day Care groups 
reportetl a greater number of temperamentally difficult 
children than would be expected. In addition, these infants 
were classified at the extreme of the difficult cluster, 
30 
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Table 2 
Temperament Cluster Distributions for Present and 
Normative Samples 
Home Care Day Care Normative 
Temperament Cluster (N=28) (N=28) (N=203) 
% Chi-sq % Chi-sq % 
Easy 17.9 3.43 28.6 .91 40.0 
Intermediate Low 46.4 1.42 39.3 .29 33.4 
(Combined) 64.3 .32 67.9 .12 73.4 
Difficult 21.4 4.29* 21.4 4.29* 9.4 
Intermediate High ~ 1.47 _Q.& 3.16 11. 3 
(Combined) 25.0 .25 21.4 .01 20.7 
Slow-to-warm-up 10.7 1. 09 10.7 1. 09 5.9 
* = p < .05 
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suggesting that either: 1) mothers in the Home Care and Day 
care groups had more "difficult" infants than the normal 
population; or 2) mothers in the two groups with difficult 
infants do not view difficulty on a continuum, and that 
intermediate levels of difficult infant behavior do not apply. 
Parental Stress Index 
In order to determine whether the present sample 
differed in reported stress levels from the norm, t-tests were 
performed between parent and normative means. Means and 
standard deviations for child, parent, and total domain scores 
of the Parental Stress Index for the present and normative 
samples are presented in Table 3. 
The results indicated that child domain scores were 
significantly lower than the norm for both home care (t=-3.37, 
p<.01) day care (t=-2.31, p<.05), indicating that both samples 
attribute less stress to their infant's behavior than would be 
expected from normative data. Furthermore, home care mothers 
reported less total stress (t=-2.96, p<.01) than the normative 
sample. Therefore, home care mothers in this study are 
generally less stressed than would be expected. No other 
stress scores for either group were significantly different 
than the norms. 
Hypothe'sis One 
The first research hypothesis sought to determine whether 
there were differences in maternal stress as a function of 
care condition and infant temperament. This was explored by 
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Table 3 
" "- -- .. ~ . 
---· 
PSI Means and Standrad Deviations for Day Care CN=28) 
and Home Care CN=28) Groups for Present and Normative 
CN=534) Samples 
Home Care Day Care Normative 
PSI Domain Mean Mean Mean 
(SD) (SD) (SD) 
Child Domain 88.79 91.46 98.40 
(15.10) (15.89) (19.20) 
Parent Domain 118.68 120.32 122.70 
(18.88) (21. 72) (24.60) 
Total Domain 207.18 211. 79 221.10 
(24.91) (34.33) (38.90) 
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means of a two-way (2 X 2) analysis of variance, with 
temperament classification (easy versus difficult)* and group 
(home care versus day care) as the independent variables. The 
dependent variables were the domain Scores (child, parent, and 
total) of the Parental Stress Index. 
The results of the anova are presented in Table 4, and in 
Figures 1, 2, & 3. 
Only 6 subjects (3 per group) were classified as 
temperamentally slow to warm up, and therefore this category 
was excluded from the analysis. Intermediate classifications 
were condensed with their requisite "close" group (i.e. high 
intermediates to difficult, low intermediates to easy) as 
previously outlined, resulting 
classifications; easy and difficult. 
Total Domain 
in 2 temperament 
Neither temperament nor care group had significant main 
affects on mother's stress scores as measured by the Total 
Domain score on the PSI. However, there was a significant 
interaction between temperament and group on Total Domain 
stress score, F(l,50)=4.66, p<.05, indicating that while there 
was little difference in overall stress scores for mothers 
with easy infants as a function of care status, care status 
did affect maternal stress levels in mothers of difficult 
infants. Day care mothers of difficult infants reported 
higher stress levels than home care mothers of difficult 
infants (post-hoc tests for simple effects: F(l,46)=5.32, 
Table 4 
Analysis of Variance - Domain Stress Scores by 
Temperament and Day Care Status 
source of 
Variation 
Dependent = Total Domain 
Main Effects 
Temperament 868.68 
Group 174.53 
Interaction 
Temp by Grp 3708.43 
Sum of 
Squares 
1 
1 
1 
Error 36587.85 46 
Dependent = Child Domain 
Main Effects 
Temperament 1630.73 
Group 74.35 
Interaction 
Temp by Grp 179.47 
Error 9934.60 
Dependent = Parent Domain 
Main Effects 
Temperament 135.30 
Group 11.73 
Interaction 
Temp by Grp 2322.07 
Error 16150.95 
* = p < .05 ** = p < .01 
1 
1 
1 
46 
1 
1 
1 
46 
df 
868.68 
174.53 
3708.42 
795.39 
1630.73 
74.35 
179.47 
215.97 
135.30 
11.73 
2322.07 
351.11 
Mean F obs. 
Square 
1. 09 
.22 
4.66* 
3.88** 
.34 
.83 
.39 
.03 
6.61** 
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p<.05). This suggests that the combination of full time day 
care and a temperamentally difficult infant are related to 
increases in maternal stress, but that neither variable 
considered alone contributes to increasing stress levels. 
Child Domain 
When Total Domain stress was broken down into Child and 
Parent domains, the following patterns emerged. 
Temperament category was found to affect overall levels 
of Child Domain stress, F(l,50)=7.55,p<.Ol, as seen in higher 
stress levels in this domain for mothers of difficult infants. 
However, neither group status nor the interaction of group 
status and temperament category had a significant impact on 
stress scores in the Child Domain. These results suggest that 
child care status has little relation to maternal stress 
levels attributable to child characteristics. 
Parent Domain 
Neither temperament category nor care group significantly 
affected Parent Domain stress levels. However, a two way 
interaction between temperament and group influenced Parent 
Domain stress score, F ( 1, 50) =6. 61, p. <. O 1. This interaction 
between care group and temperament basically paralleled that 
obtained in the analysis of Total Domain scores: higher 
maternal stress scores in the Parent Domain were reported by 
mothers with difficult infants who were also placed in full 
time day care. Post hoc simple effects tests indicated that 
day care mothers with difficult infants reported higher stress 
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scores (attributed to feelings of parental inadequacy) than 
home care mothers of difficult infants, F(l,46)=4.39,p<.05. 
Mothers of easy infants were not significantly different in 
their reported stress levels as a function of care group. 
Hypothesis Two 
The next set of analyses conducted tested the hypothesis 
that specific infant temperamental dimensions are related to 
maternal stress. Pearson Product-Moment Correlations were 
computed to examine these associations. Table 5 shows the 
correlation matrix among these variables. 
Of the ITQ dimensions, activity, approach/avoidance, 
adaptability, mood, and distractibility were found to be 
moderately related to reported stress in the child domain. 
Mood was also found to be positively related to total domain 
stress. Given these results, further analyses were conducted 
to determine whether these patterns were upheld in individual 
groups. 
The analysis revealed no significant correlations between 
the temperament dimensions and the domain stress scores for 
the home care group. Within the day care group, temperament 
dimensions of adaptability, mood, and distractibility were 
related to reported stress in the child domain. Therefore, 
the mot:hers of infants who are: 1) not adaptable to new 
situations; 2) and/or are frequently depressed, who often cry 
and tantrum; 3) and/or are easily distractible are more likely 
to feel stressed by their child's behavior. Mood was also a 
Table 5 
Correlations Between Child. Parent, and Total Domain 
Stress Scores (PSI) and the Nine Temperament Dimensions 
CITQ) 
All Subjects (N=56) 
Temperament Scales 
Ryth. Adapt. Mood Dis tr. 
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Activ. Appr. Intens. Persis. Thresh. 
Chdom .41* -.04 
Pardom .10 .01 
Totdom .27 -.02 
*=p<.05 **=p<.01 
Ryth. 
.38* .35* .15 .57** 
.07 .18 -.25 .21 
.25 .30 -.09 .43** 
Home Care (N=28) 
Temperament Scales 
.32 .49** 
.11 .06 
.23 .29 
Adapt. Mood Dis tr. 
.20 
-.01 
.10 
Activ. Appr. Intens. Persis. Thresh. 
Chdom . 35 
Pardom -.10 
Totdom .13 
-.32 .32 
-.06 -.05 
-.23 .16 
*=p<.05 **=p<.01 
(continued) 
.24 
-.01 
.15 
.12 
-.46 
-.26 
.46 
-.01 
.26 
.34 .32 
.07 -.09 
• 22 .12 
.36 
-.20 
.05 
Table 5 (continued) 
Ryth. 
Day care (N=28) 
Temperament Scales 
Adapt. Mood Dis tr. 
42 
Activ. Appr. Intens. Persis. Thresh. 
Chdom 
Pa rd om 
Totdom 
.47 
.23 
.36 
.24 
.07 
.16 
*=p<.05 **=p<.01 
.44 
.17 
.31 
.49* 
.35 
.45 
.18 
-.10 
.02 
.66** 
.37 
.54* 
.31 
.14 
.23 
.60** 
.14 
.37 
.12 
.10 
.12 
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significant correlate in the total domain score, therefore 
mothers of infants who frequently cry and/or tantrum are 
likely to feel more general stress. Two of these dimensions 
(adaptability and mood) are associated with the difficult 
temperament cluster, supporting the prediction that these 
temperament characteristics were be more strongly related to 
higher stress scores in the day care group. 
The size of the correlations were next compared across 
groups via modified t-tests. Only one relationship, 
rhythmicity related to child domain stress was significantly 
different between groups. While neither correlation was 
significant on its own, their pattern of association was 
reversed. Home care mothers of arrhythymic reported less 
child domain stress, while day care mothers of infants 
reported higher child domain stress, suggesting that home care 
mothers were less troubled or disturbed by unpredictable 
infant behavior and perhaps found it entertaining. With the 
exception of this pair of correlations, no other dimension-
stress domain relationship was significantly different between 
the two groups. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION 
The study revealed an interesting relation between day 
care status, child temperamental patterns, and maternal 
stress. Only in those cases where a child is temperamentally 
difficult and placed in a day care setting were overall 
maternal stress levels elevated. Neither factor considered 
alone appeared to have a significant impact on maternal 
stress. Not surprisingly, this pattern was obtained in the 
total or overall and parental stress scores (Total Domain and 
Parent Domain scores) and not in the Child Domain score -
where stress was purely related to characteristics and 
behaviors of children themselves. Working mothers with 
difficult infants reported greater amounts of stress than 
their home care counterparts. This may be explained in two 
ways. 
Women who work a full time job, then take care of a 
temperamentally difficult child may be experiencing a multiple 
role strain. In many countries throughout the world, women 
work longer hours than men (Tavris & Wade, 1984), and in 
industrialized societies they also tend to do the majority of 
the shopping household chores and child care (Scarr, Phillips, 
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& McCartney, 1989). The differences in time spent in these 
activities was demonstrated by Cowen (1983) who calculated 
that fathers in these societies work an average of 50 hours 
per week in combined employment and household work, whereas 
mothers spend an average of 80 hours per week on the same 
things. Interestingly, mothers generally do not report these 
multiple role situations as more stressful than women with 
fewer roles and less responsibilities (Crosby, 1987). 
In this study, mothers of difficult children in both 
groups attributed more stress to infant characteristics and 
behavior than did those of easy children. It is interesting 
to note that there were no significant differences between 
working and non-working mothers in this realm. The 
relationship of temperament category and child oriented stress 
level is in the expected direction and is the same for both 
mothers; mothers who have difficult children experience them 
as more stressful to take care of. The data also indicated 
that for the day care group, certain temperament 
characteristics were significant factors in contributing to 
child domain stress. Specific child related areas were found 
in the degree of child adaptability (poor adjustment to 
changes) , mood (sadness, 
(short 'attention span) • 
depression), and distractibility 
Child mood was also significantly 
correlated with total stress in this group. 
dimensions (adaptability and mood) have 
associated with the difficult temperament 
As two of these 
been closely 
cluster, these 
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relationships are not surprising, since the child domain 
subscales are oriented toward temperament related 
characteristics (Abidin, 1986). The fact that significant 
correlations were found only for the day care group suggests 
that day care mothers may be more attuned to these traits than 
home care mothers. 
Working mothers of difficult infants reported higher 
overall stress. The multiple responsibilities of a full time 
job, and the bulk of household and child care duties during 
non-work hours may cause these mothers to feel overworked, 
tired and consequently stressed out. An important finding is 
that this scenario was found only for those mothers with 
difficult infants who were in day care. The mother who works 
a full day then comes home to a distractible, rigid, depressed 
infant may be more aware of these as stressful. Her already 
shortened time with her baby becomes overshadowed by these 
unpleasant behavioral interactions, and they are then seen as 
more stressful. Mothers raising their children full time may 
not pay as much attention to these attributes of the infant, 
as they may not be so concerned with a lack of "quality time", 
they have more overall time to experience positive 
interactions. 
A 'second explanation of the findings of this study is 
related to the way mothers feel about placing their children 
in day care. Working mothers of difficult infants may 
interpret their infant's "di ff icul tness" as the result of 
being in day care. 
their child in an 
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The resulting guilt caused by putting 
environment to which they respond 
"negatively" leads to greater stress, particularly focused 
around feelings of inadequacy in the parental role. This is 
a variation on the ideas propose by several authors who have 
described maternal guilt due to role conflict, which results 
in guilt feelings of child-rearing inadequacy (Birnbaum, 1971; 
Hoffman,1974). Within this framework, working mothers who 
feel guilty about multiple roles are more likely to blame 
themselves when their infant does not appear happy or 
satisfied, an apt description of the difficult child. In this 
study, the guilt experienced by working mothers may be more 
specifically tied to placing the child in a situation which 
"causes" him/her to be difficult. Since there was no 
difference in the frequency of difficult infants between the 
day care and home care groups, this is an incorrect 
assumption. In addition, the need to reconcile the desire to 
work and the fear that one's work will harm the child or the 
mother-infant bond (McCartney & Phillips, 1988) may contribute 
to the higher levels of stress experienced by working mothers 
in this study. Finally, the present sample of working mothers 
reported relatively high family incomes. It is possible that 
these mothers have chosen to return to work more because of 
personal satisfaction as opposed to economic necessity. This 
may intensify guilt feelings associated with placing her child 
in day care. Day care itself does not appear to directly 
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affect temperament, rather, maternal attribution of difficult 
temperamental characteristics to the inf ants day care 
experience may create significant guilt, resulting in greater 
amounts of stress. 
Clinical Implications 
The findings of the present study reveal some important 
differences between day care and home care families in regard 
to the interaction and effects of inf ant temperament and 
maternal stress. The clinical and practical implications are 
twofold, first in an intervention/prevention capacity; and 
second, in terms of how working mothers may perceive the 
effects of day care upon their infants temperament. 
As an intervention/prevention model, the present study 
appears capable of identifying a population of families "at 
risk" for emotional and/or behavioral problems. Several 
authors (Cameron, 1977,1978; Thomas & Chess, 1977; Bates, 
1980; Chess & Thomas, 1986) have underscored the importance of 
the early identification of children and families "at risk" 
for later problems, both behavioral and emotional. Among 
these risk factors are temperament (difficult cluster) and 
stress. Particularly within the day care system, the approach 
of the present study could be used in a diagnostic manner to 
identify problem areas of stress and temperament. Counseling 
could be offered to help parents understand and adapt to their 
childs' needs and feelings. The development of more 
successful methods of child management would reduce overall 
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stress, and improve the quality of maternal caregiving. 
Public perceptions about day care are often colored by a 
deluge of popularized information, which is often based upon 
some individual's (or group's) personal beliefs, rather than 
on scientific research. Maternal misconceptions about the 
origins of their infant's difficult temperament may contribute 
not only to their personal stress levels, but also to the view 
that day care causes problems in the mother-child dyad. This 
study has demonstrated that it is the combination of difficult 
infant temperament and placement in day care that results in 
higher maternal stress. This stress also appears focused 
around parental feelings of inadequacy. Working mothers need 
to be reassured that placing their children in day care does 
not cause them to be difficult, and that they are not to blame 
for what they interpret incorrectly as their infant's unhappy 
response to a negative situation. It would be more helpful 
and productive to assist these mothers in dealing with the 
real problems in taking care of a difficult child, as she 
attempts to balance her varied and multiple roles. 
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APPENDIX A 
l:"JFOR~IED CONSENT FOR~! 
Children's ~femorill Hospital 
Chiclgo, Illinois 
. 1/.We Cor my/our c~ild voluntlrilv asree to puticip11c 
1n th11 Hudy entitled lnflnr C:ue. Adlyt:it1on 3nd Growth· under the direction or Mary Jo 
Kuf"{ Ph.D, Ellline Kiril.uk, ~lA., CCe,;--Sp., Jerome L. Schulman, \lD, Debor:1h Holmes. PhD. 
ln< ~ :irio N'art1. A A. This Hudv is be1n1 conducted wirh rhe cooper1rion of 
We underH:\nd that the purpose of the J'roject is to eumioc patterns of infaot-careaivcr 
in1er:action which facilitate adapt:ition an growth. This study will take place over a t""O 
ye:ir period. 
ROUI!NE PROCEDURES 
No chaoaes will be made in the usual activities io the day care center. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
P:areou and iofaou who :are in center day csre, parents and iofaou who are oo the w1ltlo1 
list ror center care, and parenu of infanu in the pediatric practice are eliaible for 
inclusion in 1he Hudy. 
In the assessment, :all parents will be asked to complete 
p:iper and oencil forms. ii-eluding: l f:1mily background sheet; the Infant Temperament 
l)uestionn:1ire; 1he P3rentin11 Stren Index lnd The Yinellnd Adaptive Beh:ivior Scale. 
BENEFITS AND RISKS 
The prim:iry benefit of the studJ is that we will know more lbout the w:ays io which 
children and c:iresivers iotcr:ict an the f:ictors that arc import3nt in adapt:ation and arowth 
in child c:ire. While there is no certain bcnerit to you, we hope thlt this research will 
en:ible us to lelrn w:iys to provide better c:ire. There are not risks which arc anticipated. 
Wherels no :inur:ince c:in be m:ide concernins 1he resulrs lhll mly be obtlined (bec:iuse 
results from inveHi1ption:il srudies c:innot be predicted with certlin1y), the principal 
irn·esrigltor Jnd Hlff will llke every precaution consislent with the beH medi<:ll and 
r,ycholo11icll prlCt1Ce. 
Ely si11nin~ this consent form, I/we underst:ind thlt mv1our child's particip31ion in this 
srudv is voluotlrv. !/We :icknowledge that I/we have ooi w:aived lny of my/our le1:al riahts or 
relejsed this hoH:iit:il from liability for ne1ligeocc. 
t ·We m:iy revoke mv/our consent :ind withdr:iw my/our child from this Hudy it any time 
"'i1hout penllly or loss' or benefits. My/our child's rre:ument by. 1nd rel:ations with the 
rhv,icianfsl 1nd srirf 11 The Children' Memorial llospit:il, now 1nd in the future, will not be 
1f(ected in 1nv w1y if I/we refuse ro p:irticip:ite. or i I 'we enter mv:our child into 1he 
rrrt1rlm .ind withdr:iw llter. Simil1rly. p:irticip:tlion wi(I not lff ~:t 'mv;our rel1t10n,hip :tnd 
1ctivit1e, with !he day c1re cenler. nor will ii 1ffect w:iirin11 list \t.llu, 
I We undent:tnd !hat record, of this Hudv will be kepi confitlenlill "'·ith rc,pect to 1ny 
wrirten or vcrb:il reports mlkin11 it imponibre to identify my/our child individually. 
If [.'we h:t' e 3nv question! :ibout the rC!e:irc:h procedure!, [/we will cont:tc:t the princip:tl 
in·.~,r11ptor. Dr. KupH. or the other inve11ig11or! listed it:ove by c1llin11 (312) 330--1332 
1l11rinR :i workd:iy or (8151 6SJ.J781 :it nighc or on weekends. 
If I 'we h1ve lny que11ions :ibout my/our child's righl! ls 3 rese1rc:h ,ubjec:t. (/we m:iy 
11ke them to 1he :'I.Ir. Steven R. Pulik1 Rese:irch Admin1srr:itorl Chilrhen·, \femoriil Institute ftir Educ1ti11n 1nd Re,e:irch. 2300 Cnildren's Pl:izl. Chic::i110. llinois 60614, telephone number 
(Jl~l !SO-J9S7. 
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'I We h1ve re1d 1hi1 informed con5ent document. Ii We under511nd iu contents 1nd I/we 
free y con,ent, without force, rew:ird, or promi5e of rew:ird, to have my/our child participate 
in 1h1s study under the conditions de5cribed in this document. 
D:ite 
Date 
S111n:i1ure ol P1ren1(5~ or Guudi1o(s) (identify the sign11ory 
S11011ure ol \li11ness 
• • • • • • • • • • 
I certify that I have e:tplained the :above to 
and be he v e th at r u II y u oder st:1-n ... a-,-,-,-,-c-o_n_1_e_n_u :and 
1h1t signature was (were) :affi:ted freely, without dureH, reward, or 
prom11e ol reward. I :also :agree to :answer any questions which may :arise. 
D11e ------ Signed: -----------
Title: 
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APPENDIX B 
l M t'ORMED COM S EMT !"CRM 
l volunurily aqree to participate in 
t..hlS study entitled •Infant care, Adaptation, and Grovth• under 
t..he direction o! Kary Jo Xupst, Pb.O., Rllaine XiriluJt, M.A., 
Jerome L. Schul.an, M.O., Deborah Hol:mes, Pb.O., and Mario B. 
Natt.a, B.A. This study is beinq conducted vit.h t.he cooperation 
ot Howard Rice, M.O .. 
eYRPQSE 
I understand that the purpose of this study is to exaJline 
patterns o! in!ant-klther interaction wnicn facilitate 
adaptation and qrovth. 
Mothers o! infants in the pediatric practice are eligible 
tor inclusion in t.he study. 
Mothers will be asked to co•plete paper and pencil !onas, 
includinq: a !aJl.ily background sbeet; The Infant Tempera.ant 
QUestionnaire; the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale; and the 
Parentinq Stress Index. I understand that records o! this study 
will be kept confidential with respect to any written or verbal 
reports aakinq it i11pOssible to identi!y me or sy child 
individually. 
BF:MEP'ITS AHO RISKS 
The primary bene!it o! the study is that we will know 110re 
about the !actors that are iaportant in t.he adaptation and 
qrovt.h ot infants. There are no risks that are anticipated. 
By siqninq this consent for2, I understand that •Y 
participation is voluntary and I aay revoke sy consent at any 
tiae. Ky child's treat»ent and relations vi t.h both t.he 
pediatric practice and Children's Me.arial. Hospital nov and in 
the future will not be affected in any vay if I refuse to 
participate or enter the study and vit.hdrav later. 
I! I have any questions about the research procedures, I 
will contact the principle investigator, Dr. Xupet at (815) 
65J-4781, or the Project Coordinator, Karle Matta at (Jl2) 
761-8791. 
I have read this in!or1Mtd con.sent dOCUJMtnt. I understand ita 
contents and I freely consent, vithout force, revard, or proaise 
ot rovard, to participate in this study under the conditions 
described in this ~nt. 
Date' Signature or Parent or cuardian 
(identity the slqnature) 
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APPENDIX C 
I llfA!IT Tf.MPERAl!f.!IT QUEST IO!lll,\I Pf. 
re·:ls<'d, 1977 
by 111111.,:i 11. Ci'lrroy, 11.D. I ;rnrJ 5,.,,n c. l!cDevltt, rh.D. 
Ch!ld'!1 Iii'!!'"": 
ri., t ,. o r n I rt 11 : 
p,trr'!1 11.ir-,,: 
p .. \.itlonr.hlp to Child: 
p,t,, or Ri'lt!n-7: 
S<'X 
Frescnt "1": 
Th,. p11q'o.,,. of th!!1 rtllrstlonnaire 1!1 to deternlne th<? g<'nor11l 
ri'ltt<'rn of your infnnt'q r1?action!1 to hl!1/hl'r ,.nvironnrnt. Tho 
'lll"'ltlonn.i!rr ccn"llst!1 of sever.it p.iqeq of sti'ltC'nl'nt!1 .ibout }'our 
ln(11nt. rlr.ir,r c!rcl,. the nunber indic11tinq thl! frer1ur.ncy 1o1lth 
•ft·hlch you thin~ the stntt'nent l!1 true for your inf11nt. Althcuqh 
'lc~n of th,. sti'ltr:irnt"I s,.em to be !1lnili'lr, they 11re not tho Sll!'"O 
11rvl !1hot1ld bt? rnt<'d lndt'pendently .• If any itt'n clllnnot be 
.111'1\:rrt'd or doe!l not 11pply to your inflllnt, just dr11w " 1 ino 
thcuqh It. If your lnfnnt hil!1 chi'lnqed with reqpect to 1'ny o! 
thn 11re11!1 covl'rrcl, use the response th11t best descrlbe'l tho 
r,,c,,ntly t'Sti'lbllshed pattern. There are no good 11nd bi'!d or 
rlqht 1'nd wrong 11n!1wers, only descriptions of wh11t your ln!11nt 
•lo<''l. Wh<'n you hi'!vo corrpleted the questlonn11lre, .,,.hlch will 
t"~" 11bout 25-30 nlnute!1, you may na~e lllny addltlon11l con:ients 
11t tht! <'rvl. 
C"r;·rlqht (c) 1977 by ll.R.C. i\nd S.C. llcD. 
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1·~1r:r. TllF. f''f 1n1:1n·~ ~c,\u:, rLL\SF. CIRCLF. TllF. r:rr:ern ll!;\f 11:orc.,rrs HOH 
orrfll T!IF: 111r,\ 1:r'" PF.Ct"flf /\!ID Cl'P.RE!IT RF:l!,,".'IOR JI/\<; PF:f.11 J.IYF. THAT 
['fr.CR I f\f.() fl"{ "",\<"II r r f!I. 
I\ I :->O"I t 
nr·:rr 
l 
•:.ir!.ibln 
\l'l\1.il ly 
clor!l not 
V<trl<tbln 
usu., 11 y 
dcr'l 
) 
I. Th,. in!<lnt ""t" <lbout tha S1'MO 
1'MOllnt of' r.oll•I Cc-cd (•..rlthln l 
07.) fr<'n d.iy t" r.11'y. 
4 
}. Tllo Inf.int !!l C\lr.r.y on w.ildn'J up 
1'nd qol111 to 'llrrp (frown!l, crlPq) 
J. Th,. lnr:rnt pJ.iy., with,, toy for 
undrr ,, rd nu tr 1'nd thrn look!J 
for <lnothrr toy or <lctivity. 
4. Th,. 1n!1'nt 'lit!l r.till whila w<ttch-
lng T~ or other nearby activity. 
'). Thn inf.int .iccrpt'l right ,, . .,,.,y <'lny 
c!1.in1r in pl.icr> or ro!'litlon of' 
(<'l'dl111 or r"ro;cn qi•Jing it. 
r._ Thi' inf.int .i•:cl"pts 11.1! l cutting 
\./ i thout r1·ot,.o;t. 
1. Th,. lnr.1nt'!l h11111t:'r cry c<ln ba 
'ltrrr"·I f1'r o·:,.r .1 :"linutc by 
rlckin1 1:p, r·ic\Cir.r, puttin'J 
on bib, ,.t.-. 
R. lhf' inf.int pl;iyg continuously !or 
rorn th1'1l 10 Min. <tt " tlma with 
" f<lvoritt> toy. 
?. Th,. inf.int .iccl"pt!l his/hl"r bath 
""Y tlr,. o( th~ d<'ly without 
rl"sistiwJ it. 
10. Tha lnf<lnt t<lk"s fl"rdinqs qulatly 
•..rith rdl1l ,.xprPssion o! likes 
<lnd di!llike!J. 
11. Th,. inf<lnt indic<ltes discomCort 
(fur,-;.-., or squirms) when di<tper is 
-:oil,.~I with bo1.:el r,.ovement. 
17. Th,.. Inf.int l lf's quietly in the 
b<lth. 
11. Thr inf<'lnt w<tnt!I and takes milk 
frrdlng!l <tt 1tbout the same times 
(withJn onn hour) Crom day to dny. 
.ilrost 
.l\lro!Jt 
1' 1 Wl\)"!J 
6 
nl"vl"r 1 2 J 4 5 6 
<llro'lt 
nl"ver 1 2 J 4 5 6 
.1 I MO<:t 
nev,..r 1 2 J 4 5 6 
alnost 
naver 1 2 J 4 5 6 
alro!lt 
never 1 2 J ~ 5 6 
;i 1 r:ost 
naver l 2 J 4 5 G 
;ilrost 
never 1 2 J 4 5 6 
1'll"ost 
nev~r l 2 J 4 5 6 
<tlnost 
never l 2 J 4 5 6 
i\lrcst 
nevPr l 2 J 4 5 6 
alr,,ost 
never l 2 J 4 5 6 
alMO!;t 
never 1 2 J 4 5 6 
almost 
never l 2 J 4 5 6 
a l~o!lt 
al '..'ayg 
., lrc!lt 
al '..'a;·n 
11lr.1011t 
lll\111)'11 
11lmo5t 
11lvays 
11lmost 
alvays 
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·:.i r Li bl e v,iriilblc 
,\\:"'J'1t usu.illy U!;u.111 y 111 mo!'lt 
n"·:rr P,1rrly does not does Frequently 1tll.'<l'l!I 
l 2 J 
" 
5 6 
14. 1he lnfilnt Is r.hy (turns i\'.:<1y or i\lr.'!ost ll}MO!lt 
cl I n?q to !':'other) on neeting never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 lllvay!I 
l\noth,.r ch 11(1 for the first tir.'!e. 
l '3. 1hf' lnf."1t cont i mH''1 to !u~~ d•.1rlnq illr.or,t "l no'lt 
d l.iprr Chi\1111" In r.pite or effortr, ne':l"r 2 J 4 5 6 11} 1.'llj'!I 
to rl I r.t r.irt hlr/hl'r '.11th q.imC', toy 
or '1 l n'} l flq t ,.tc. 
Ir,. Th,.. l n r.int l\M\l'll''l !l I'} c for 1 /]. hour ,i \ MO'lt a lr.o!lt 
or MOI'I' ln crib or pl ilj'pf'n (looldng ne·1er 1 2 J 4 5 6 11 l l.'llY!I 
I\ t mob! lr, plilyin1 .... i th toy). 
1 7. Thn lnf.illt MO\'eS ilbout much (kickr,, 11lmost 11lno!lt 
qrilb'l, '1r]U l rms) during di<lpering never l 2 J 4 5 6 alvay!I 
. ind drrr,slnq . 
l'J. Th,.. Inf.int •1lqorously resists "l mo!lt II} :"'O'lt 
iltld it ion.i l Coo'.I or n 11 !< when ru 11 never l 2 J 4 5 6 ltl\111)'!1 
(r.plt'l 011 t. clil:-p'l r.011th closed, 
bi\ t'1 ,it r.poon, r. tc.) 
I'.'. 1hr [Jlf,illt I'l'.!'li'1t!'l ch.i:igl''l In 11l~o'lt i\ll""C!lt 
rrrdill'J r.c:hr<l\l lC' ( l hour or more) naver l 2 J 4 5 6 "l 1.'" }'!I 
f"Vf't\ I\! trr t'..'o tries. 
·',, . 1hr lnf."!nt•., bo·~·,.1 l""O'.'<'r'len t 'I CO:lll" "l ro!lt 11l:-011t 
i\t dlffrri~nt ti me'l frcn dily to dily never l 2 J 4 5 6 ;,}l.·ay!I 
( OVC' r cnl" hour di f!C'rence). 
/1, 1hr lnf.illt r,tor" pLiy ilncl 1.1iltchr!1 1'11MO'lt 11 l l"'O!lt 
'.Jhrn r,rr<'Cl\C \.',i 1 k'l by. never 1 2 J 4 5 6 l\l'.Jllj'!I 
'}') . 1hr. Inf.int ignorrr, voices or othf'.'r 1'1 ll'IOSt "lno11t 
ortl I n.i ry r,ounds \.'hen plitying with never l 2 J 4 5 6 ah11ty!I 
" 
f;,vorita toy. 
2). Thi" lnfilllt m,1)<es h1'1ppy sounds a 1 mo!lt alr.o!lt 
(COO'l, r,nl leci, laughs) when being never l 2 J 4 5 6 lllWllj'!I 
d l"r"r"d or dressed. 
2 ·1. Thr Inf.int .iccepts new food right almost nlno!lt 
.,..,., y, !l'.J,1 I lowing them promptly. never 1 2 J 4 5 6 alvays 
] 5. Th,.. Inf.int \.'i\tches other children alr.1o!lt alr.1o!lt 
pl1'1y Ing !or under I\ minute and never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 a h1ay!I 
then 1 ooY.s elsewhere. 
21;. Th,. lnr.int rr.icts r.lildly (just alnost a lno!lt 
hl inl-'.r, or startles briefly) to never l 2 J 4 5 6 al WA)'ft 
hri'Jht l {'}ht 9\ICh ., !J fla~h bulb or 
)<tttl111 r,unllqht in by pulling 
up .. h.vlr. 
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\' ,, r ! ;i b 1 (' V11rl;iblt' 
l\ll"l,,'1t ll~U<llly U'HJ,, 11 y J\lMO!lt 
nf"v"r P<1rrly doe!l not do rs frequently nlway11 
2 3 4 5 6 
27. Th,, !nf,,nt I., pl,.<1!1<1nt ('1l"lllt''1, "1 l"lost 11lno11t 
111ugh'1) 1.:ht'n flr'lt arriving In ne·:er l 2 3 4 5 6 always 
unr.,nl 1 !.'r plilces (friend's 
hou'l!'.', <ttor,.). 
,e. Th!' !nf . ,nt 'J"t'l <tll'rpy "t ilbcut tho ;ilrost 11 }!"'0!lt 
'111 !"',, t I Ml' ,..,ch l?V!'n!nq (within 1/2 never 1 2 3 4 5 6 11 }Wa)'!I 
hour) . 
''l. Th,. Inf.int .1cc!'.'pt., r"gul<tr 11 lr~ost <tlr~o'1t 
r r oc i:-rh1 rt'., ( h<t ! r bru.,h!ng, ( i'IC!? never 1 2 J 4 5 6 11lw11ys 
v;ir:ldn9, rte. ) .it ;iny ti l"I(! without 
protr>r:t. 
lO. Th,. !n(.1nt ., it., still (littl<? <tlncst ll}MOSt 
r:rp1 ! r:"!ng) • • .-11 i l ,. tr.1·1el ing in car never l 2 3 4 5 6 11lway'1 
r:c., t or r,troller. 
J I . Th" lnf;int'r: initi<tl rc.1ct ion to 
" 
ill ro!lt llll"ICSt 
!11?'..I 1.:.1!:1· r:ittC'r !!; rejection ne·:c r l 2 J 4 5 6 nlway!I 
(c1·yln1, cl i n1 i ng to noth".!r, ate.). 
12. Thr lnf.1nt l-:"rrs ,,t it for nany 111:-ost ,,lror:t 
:" I m1 t "r. •.;h"ll •.:orl<lng on 
" 
11(''.I sl-: ill ne·1er 1 2 J 4 5 6 ft l Wl\)'!I 
(roll!r~1 O'.'<'r, picking up object, 
r>tc. ) . 
J J. Tho inf.1nt r.".O\'l!S much (r:quirms, alr:1ost llll"IOSt 
bount"'.<'':, kicl-:'1) ..,.hilc lying awaY.q never 1 2 J 4 5 6 11lway9 
ln crib. 
l4. Th" !nf.111t cbj!'.'ct'l to being bathed 11lro<tt ft l l"IO'lt 
In 
" 
tl!!!<>r<>nt pl<tce or by il never 1 2 J 4 5 6 alway!! 
dlffl"r!'.'nt person even artcr 2 or J 
tr!r'l. 
) 5. Thr> i'IMOllllt o( M 11 k th<? in!11nt 1'1 lriost alrio!lt 
t.1l<<''l 11t !l'<'d i ngs i !J quite never 1 2 J 4 5 6 alway!! 
unpr,.•J lctilbl n (ovcr 2 oz. dlt!erence) 
from !rrding to !ceding. 
)6. for t hr r i r., t !cw minutes in a new "lriost •h~o!lt 
rl ilCO or s!tu11tlon (new storo or ne'lcr 1 2 J 4 5 6 alw11y11 
hor.,.) the> !n!11nt ls !ret!ul. 
)7. Tho lnf.1nt notlceg (looks cnre!ully alnost • llll"IO!lt 
ilt) ch.1ngcs in the ilppeilrance or never 1 2 J 4 5 6 always 
drC''1'1 (h<lirdo, un!ilmi liar clothing) 
or thr mothrr. 
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\'."lri<iblo \' '"' r I ·"' b l o 
,,l~c'lt U'IU.llly usu;illy J\lMost 
n"':C! r n.,rrly does not does Frequently al'-'llY9 
l 2 ) 4 5 6 
JI! • Th" In f."lnt rr."lcts "ltrongly to al Most lllr.IO!lt 
to foodg, 1.1hethf'.'r positi•1P.ly never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 al Wll)'!I 
("1!!1·"1Ck'1 1 I rg, l . ,ughs, SqUl?i\ 1 S) 
or nrg11tivP.ly (crie!l). 
) 9. Th" In! ,.,nt 1 !l pleaq,"lnt (CCO!l, l\lmogt all'IO!tt 
!'1m i l P!'1, C! tc. ) during procC!dure!'1 never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 always 
11 kl' h;, Ir bru"lhlng or (i\CO Wl\"lhinq. 
.\Q. Thi'.' Inf ."Int cont 1 rl\11'.'!l to cry in llll'IO!lt alro!lt 
"rite> o( "IC'V<>r . ., l Minut"!l or never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 alwllys 
'loo th I rvJ. 
·1 1 • Thi'! lnfi\nt 1-:C!"rs trying to get .] al Most all'IO"lt 
df''lirrd toy, 1.1hich 1 !l out of never l 2 ) 4 5 6 lllWllY!l 
r,.,,ch, for 2 minutes or r.1oro. 
47. The! lnfi\nt qrrets i\ new toy with n lMost 1' ll'IOSt 
i\ lout.I voico i\nd MU ch t>Xpression never l 2 ) 4 5 6 alway" 
or ft>r:>l ln<J (1.1hC!th!'r pcsitive or 
nC!q."ltiv(!). 
\ 1. Thr> lnfi\nt pli\yq ."lctiv!'ly with 11 l r.'O'lt alnost 
F"r,..nt"I - nu ch novc>ment o( i\rr.ts, nr.VP.r 1 2 ) 4 5 6 l\ll.'llYB 
l C!g'I, bmly. 
.\ I . Thr In r ·'ll1t Wi\tchr"I i\nothC!r toy ,., 1 ro'lt i\) !"O!'lt 
\..'hl'll orf<'rC'tl evt'n though alroady nover l 2 ) 4 5 6 l\lways 
holdln1 one. 
•l"i • Th" inf."lllt''I inltli\l rt'nct lon i\ t nlrost ,,lnont 
hom,.. to i\f'pro."lch by stranger!J is novor 1 2 ) 4 5 6 alwl\y!J 
i\CCl"ptancl?. 
4 i;. Tho lnfi\nt 1..1;,nts di\ytimc naps I\ t a lr.1ost ll l l'IO!lt 
d I ! ! ,.. r l n'J t i l'IO !l (over l hour never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 alway,. 
cl Ir fl'.'rC'nCo) froM day to day. 
.\]. Th,. Infant continu!'s oating solid almost alr.o!lt 
foc·l'l without rei\cting to never 1 2 3 4 5 6 11lways 
cl l ( frrf"nC!'!l in ti\ste or consistC'ncy. 
\,. 111" lnf.""111t crlC'!l \.'hen left to alro!'\t lllMO"t 
1'1 ·'J' ."\lcnr. nover 1 2 3 4 5 6 I\ l Wl\)'S 
·!"l. 
1 "" 
inf."lnt i\•.ljust!l within 10 nin. almo!lt alno"t 
to 11"'"" •;11 r round i nq s (home, store, never l 2 ) 4 5 6 always 
r 1 a.v &l'Clt) • 
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V11ri11ble Variable 
1\lr.c11t usu.,lly usually ,\l r.IO!lt 
nevi' r n.ircly doc!l not does Frequently alvays 
l 2 ) 4 5 6 
50. The in!nnt'!I d,iyt ir.c naps a re alr.iost alrnost 
about the S/l!'!'e length fror.1 never 1 2 J 4 5 6 alvays 
day to day (under one half hour 
dif!<'rence). 
51. Tho inf.int l"'OVl'!I 11bout much during 11lr.1o!lt alrno!lt 
!<'edlng!l ( squ i r1:1!I, kicks, gr11bs). never l 2 ) 4 5 6 alvays 
5}. Thn inf.int rP.iCt'I (stnrcs or <1lmost 11 l rno11t 
!ltnrt\1"!1) to !lUdd,.n ch11nges in never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 alvays 
lighting (!l.ish bulbs, turning 
on l lght). 
5 J. The inr11nt c;in be soothed by alnost alnost 
tnlkinq or g.1nl'.'s 1.1hen sleepy. never 2 ) 4 5 6 a h1a}·s 
r;.\. Tho Inf.int r! I r:p 1.1ys n•.ich f<'r:-1 inq nlnost ll}MO!lt 
(•1 l1orc\l"I I .i tl'J h or r.ry) during n<'v<'r } ) 
" 
5 6 11lw11ys 
d 1.ip"r lnq or drl'.'sr.ing. 
5r;. The Inf.int 1 i <' !1 !l t 111 1.·hcn 11slccp <1lnost Ill MO!Jt 
11ncl I.'"~:,. .. up in the !l i'I mo place. never 2 ) 4 5 6 al v11ys 
c-:r. 1 he inf.int .vi j \ls t s l'll!lily 11nd <l 1 l''U')!l t 11) l"'O!lt 
!1\<'l"P!l I.'<' 1 1 .... 1th In 1 or 2 d1tys never 1 2 J 4 5 6 al Vll}'!I 
with chnngl'.'!I or time or place. 
5 7. The ln!nnt rP.i'ICt!I to changes almost a }l"\O!lt 
in trrprr;itur" or typo or nilk never 1 2 J 4 5 6 al1J11}·11 
or r.ul:!lt i tut lon or juice. 
5A. The inf.int 1.1.i tchl"!l telcvi!licn for 11lno!lt ll}l"'O!lt 
moro th.in 5 ninute!l at n t il"'e. never 1 2 J 4 5 6 alway11 
5'1. The inf.int c.in be Ci'llmcd for a fe·-1 a}J"'O!Jt 11}1'\0!lt 
nlnute'1 by bclnq plcY.cd up, pl11ying never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 111\lays 
.... 1th I T .• , . I l ( fussing about 
soil1>-J d i.ipPr. 
l;O. Th,. lnf11nt W"ftta ....S taJ.:t"'lt ~ol id a lr.iost itl:"IO!lt 
!cod f ,.,,dings 11t nbout the same never 1 2 ) 
" 
5 6 alwa~s 
t I"'" (._.ithin l ho\tr) from day 
to tl.iy. 
r.1. Thr inf.int l !I ccntf'nt (snile!I, 11lr.ost alno!lt 
c~os) during interruption!! or r.ii lk never l 2 ) 4 5 6 alway11 
or sci id !<'cdlng. 
,.; 2. Th,. ln!nnt i'ICCPpts with in i'I !cw alnost alrno!lt 
ml nut l"!l 
" 
chnngc in pl11ce or bC\th nr.v<!r 1 2 J 4 5 6 alvay• 
or rrrr.on qivin<J 1 t. 
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\',,ril'lblo Vl'lri<lble 
ldf'IO!lt uqu11lly usu11 l l •J' Alf'IO'lt 
n11vn r R11rt?ly dOf'!I not doe'I Frequently 1tl1o111ys 
l 2 ) 4 5 6 
i;). Thn infl'lnt crii-'1 for less thl'ln one 1'1 l MO!lt all!lost 
Minute 1.:hC'n given l'ln injection. never 1 2 ) 
" 
5 6 11lvays 
64. Tho inf11nt sho'..''I nu ch bodily move- i11 most almost 
f'll'.'nt (l<icl<!l, 
"""" e 'I i1rms) ...-hen never 1 2 J 4 5 6 always 
crying. 
,, 5. Thn inf',,nt continues to rcl'lct to il i1lmost a}l!IOSt 
loud nolq,. (hi'lnm,.ring, b<lrl<ing dog, never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 alvays 
f'tC.) h,.,,rd never;,l t i l!le !l in tho 
~t\m~ dl\y. 
ljlj. ThC' in!i1nt's init11'1 reaction ls 1'll!IOSt almost 
wi thdr11·.:.1 l (turns he.1d, spits out) never 1 2 J 4 5 6 al...,ay!I 
•:h,. n con!llqtl'ncy, !11'vor or 
tr.mpC'r;,ture or solid rood is changed. 
r,/. lhl" inf.1nt'!l tir'e or 1.•;,).: l ng in the 11lro'lt all"IO'lt 
r"IOrrd11'J v.1rir'I grei!tly (hy 1 hour ne·1er 1 2 J 4 5 6 a lway!I 
er more) Cron cl :1 y to dily. 
f,Jl Th" lnf.1nt contlnu,.r, to rej1?ct 111 no'lt 11 l ro'lt 
cliq}i).:"'' fee•! or r"·Ji cine ln spitn ne•1er 1 2 ) 4 5 6 1'11.'1'1)'!1 
o! r·' rl'f1t r, I l'ffort!l to distract 
'.Jlth '1 ':-" !l or tricJ.:s. 
r. "'I Th<' lnf 0"111t l"l'ilCt!l "'.'l'n to il 'JP.nt 1 P. ;i} rn!lt II} :"'C'I t. 
tourh (!lt;irt!P., wiggle, laugh, cry). never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 always 
Jn. Th<' l11f."1nt ["f'ilCt'I strongly to 1'1 l l"'O!lt 11 l l"lo!lt 
'It t .. , 11'J,. l'., : l ."'1 U'Jh I n'J or cr;·ing. ne•:pr 2 ) 4 5 6 al\lay!I 
11. Th,. inf."111t ·"'ICtiv,.ly gra!lp'l or ;tlnost It l 1'109 t 
to11ch!"'l c-bjt>Ct!l within his/her ne·1er l 2 J 4 5 6 111...,ay!I 
rl';ich ( h., l r, spoen, glasse!I, etc.). 
7 2. Thi! 111(,"'lnt .... 11 l t ;'I \.:I' ;iny rood I\ l !"'r)!l t alr.iost 
or (!"r,.d wltho\lt !ll~eming to notlco never 1 2 J 4 5 6 always 
tho cl 1 ! r,.rc>nc,.. 
7). The infnnt''I pc>riod ot greatest 11 lrc!'lt all!!OSt 
phy'1ic.1l 11ctivity come!I II t s11me n,.·;er 1 2 ) 
" 
5 6 al...,aya 
t im!'! or t!.iy. 
7-1 • Th" In (;int an:-el'lr'I botherl?d (cries, "'l r-o'lt ll}T'IOSt 
!>rt11lrr'!l) 1.·hnn flr!it put do1.•n in never 1 2 J 4 5 6 11 lW<t)'S 
• di rra:u • ... t'pfng place • 
7 5. lhl" l11f;i11t rt'aCt!I nildly to Mi:?C t l n'J ,, l :-o5t 11lno!lt 
(.in! 11."'lr !'"OP le (quiet smiles or nr.ver 1 2 ) 4 5 6 al...,ay!I 
no t., .. , r'"' ,,., ,. l . 
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\' ,, r i ab 1 e \'ariablt? 
1\lr1ost usually usually Alr.'!ost 
nev1n· R11rely doo!J not does frequently al1.1ays 
1 2 ) 4 5 6 
7 6. Thn ln!11nt ls fussy or moody almost alr.iost 
throughout 
" 
cold or an intestinal never 1 2 l 4 5 6 always 
virus. 
77. Tho lnfl\nt 1.1antq 11n oxtr11 reeding at almost alriost 
" 
dl!!rrent tlma I" a Ch day (over never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 alvays 
ono hour dl!!erence). 
7 R. Thn ln(ant ls st il 1 w11ry or (right- 1tlmost 11lr.1ost 
ened or strangers after 15 minuteq. never 1 2 l 4 5 6 alvays 
7 9. The> lnr11nt lirs !1t111 and mo·1e'1 11lMost lllr.'!O!lt 
llttlo 1.'h i le playing with toys. never l 2 ) 4 5 6 ah.rays 
80. Th'1 lnr,,nt Ciln bl? distracted rron alrost al!!!O!lt 
(U!l'ling or squirming during a never l 2 ) 4 5 6 111.,..ay!I 
proc,.tl11ro (n11il cutting, hair 
brll!lh in'J, etc.) by a g11me, singing, 
T. V., etc. 
"' l . Tho lnf1nt rcm.iins pleasant or calm a}r.'IOSt alrost 
w l th minor injurit?s (bumps, pinches) never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 al\o'a}"!I 
fl}. I"" infint's inltlill re.ict ion to 111:-cst ,,}:"I09t 
<:l"rln1 uoctor is acccpti\nce (snlltts, nevttr '- J 4 5 ~ a }l.·ay!J 
COO!l) . 
R l. Thr Inf.int rC!<lcts to a dis ll J.:cd al Most 11lro5t 
roe(! ,..,,.,, if' it is mixed with a never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 al1.1ays 
pre> (rrrr•l one. 
R '1. Thr i 11 r.int plays qulr>tly and calMly ,i}MC'lt 11ll"'I09t 
wl th toy"I (llttla vocalization or nevl"r 2 ) 4 5 6 alwa;•n 
othrr nol!1r>). 
R5. The lnr.1nt'-i (U!l!lY pt?riod occurs ill:-o-it 11lrost 
•t nho11t the !'lil!"'le tiria of d.1y nc-·:r>r 1 2 l 4 5 6 a 1 .... 11;·s 
(mornl111, <l(trrnoon or evrnlnq). 
qr,. Th-' Inf.int 1 l C'!l 5ti 11 during ill rest a}MC9t 
prcc,.d•1rl"'l li).: (! h,11 r bru!:hln'J or nC!·:er l 2 ) 4 5 6 ll }Wll)'!! 
11.111 Cl! t ti n'J • 
8 7. 1111" i 11 r .i 11 t 'ltO"!J sucking il ntl locl:'l ,, ll"'OSt nl:-o!lt 
·~,...n hl"/~ho hr.ii rn <In unusual nolst? never l 2 ) 4 5 6 al\o'ays 
(tt'll"rhonl", door bC! 11 ) ""hC!n drinking 
~-
•• fhp r"-"'"t i.ays attC!ntion to q<1me 
i\l111ost 111Most 
wlth, p.irrnt !or only i\ minute or so. never 1 2 l 4 5 6 always 
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Variable Variable 
J\lr.-o!lt USUillly usually Alno!lt 
never R"rr>ly dO('S not does rrequPntly always 
l 2 ) 4 5 6 
89. Tho lnflrnt 1-i caln in tha 1::1'th. LlY.a alnost alnost 
or dl-illl-:f'! 1-i mlldly expressed never 1 2 J 4 5 6 always 
(!lmile!l or rro·.m!I). 
90. Thi'! ln!ilnt rl'..'quires introduction of alnost alMOSt 
... 
n "'"' 
!oo~I on ) or mora occ;,s ions never 2 J 4 5 6 always 
!:-,. !oro hl"/!'hC! \.I 11 1 ,,ccept ( S'"'" l lcw) 
1 t. 
91. Tho ln!.int's Cl rst re;,ctlon to any 11lmost a}MOSt 
nl''./ procf:'durn (first hl'llrcut, new never 1 2 J 4 5 6 always 
ml"diclne, etc.) ls objection. 
'12. Tho Infant acts the Sl'lmO when the almost al~o11t 
dl"P"r 1 !I 1.·at as 1.·hen it ls dry. never 1 2 ) 4 5 6 alwa~'!I 
(no rf';,ction) 
I'} J • Tho infant 1 !I fussy or crias during alr'.O!lt alMOSt 
tho rhys le,, 1 c>X<tmlnation by the never 1 2 ) -1 5 6 alvay!I 
doctor. 
'J.1 • Thi'.' Inf.int accc-pts ch:rnge!I in sol id 11lr:ost alno!lt 
!oocl rreclin1 (type!, anount, timing) never l 2 ) 4 5 6 alv11y!I 
w l th 1 n l or 2 tr il'..''l. 
'l5. Th!! lnr.,nt MOV('!l l"UCh and !or 11 l :-ost 11 ll""O!lt 
Sf'!Vrra 1 nlnute!'I or more '!.'hen playing nf'!Vl"r l 2 J 4 5 6 11lwl'ly!1 
by St>} ( (!dcldng, waving nrris and 
bouncing). 
J\dd 1t1 on.i l Comrients 
APPENDIX D 
Directions: 
rl\REllTillG STRESS IllDEX (rSI) 
l\dministration Booklet 
Richard R. l\bidin 
Institute of Clinical Psychology 
University of Virginia 
Ploaso anewer the !ollowinq questions in reqarde to your ln!ant. 
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ThP. questions on tho following pages ask you to mark an answer which 
l~,.~t d!'scribrs your !eelings. While you may not rind an ans1o1er 1o1hich 
rx~~tly st~t,.s your feelings, please mark tho answer which cones closest 
to clr!lcribing how you !eel. YOUR FIRST REJ\CTIOllS TO El\Cll QUESTIOll SHOULD 
£IF. 'iOUR 1\llSWER. 
rle~se m~rk the degree to which you agree or disagree with the 
following statem!'nts by filling in the number 1o1hich best matches hov you 
f!'rl. I! you are not sure, please fill in IJ. 
l 
Strongly 
1\gr!'C 
( 2) 
2 
!.gree 
J 4 
r~rn ~ -- Copyrightr.d 1983 
5 
J 
!lot 
sure 
4 
Disagree 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
I enjoy going to tho movie!'I. (it: )'OU 
Rometimes enjoy going to the movies, you 
~ould fill in 12.) 
---- -------------------------
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ru·,\st. 11/\RK 111F: DEGREE TO WllICll YOU /\GREF. OR DIS/\GREE WITll TllE roLLOWillG 
ST/\TEHEllTS B'l FILLlllG Ill TllE llUHBER WllICll BF.ST HATCHES HOW YOU FEEL. IF 
YOU J\RE llOT SL'R F., I"LEJ\S E FI LL I II IJ. 
l 
Strongly 
J\gree 
2 
l\gree 
l. Whrn my child wants something, 
my child usually keeps trying 
to get it. 
2. Hy chlld is so active that it 
exhausts me. 
J. lly child appt>ars disorganized 
11nd is easily distracted. 
4. co~pared to most, my child has 
more dl!!iculty concentrating 
and pnying attention. 
5. Hy child will often stay 
occupied with a toy !or more 
than 10 minutes. 
-; . lty child wanders a'.lay much 
more than I expected. 
7. Hy child is much more active 
than I expected. 
9. Hy child squirms and kicks a 
grent drnl when being dressed 
or bathed. 
) 
!lot 
Suro 
4 
Disagree 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
l\gree l 2 3 4 5 
Strongly 
l\gree l 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
J\gree l 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
J\gree l 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
l\gree l 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree 1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree l 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
l\greo 1 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
9. Hy chlld can bn easily Strongly Strongly 
Disagree distrncted from wanting something. J\gree l 2 3 4 5 
10. lly chlld rarrly does things [or 
mo thnt mako mo !eel good. 
11. Ho~t tln~~ I !eel that my child 
likes mo and wants to bo close 
to mo. 
12. Sometlnes I !eel my child doesn't 
llko mn 11nd doesn't want to be 
closn to mo. 
ll. lly child Rmiles at ma much less 
thi\n I expected. 
14. Hhrn I do t.Aing!'f for my child I 
q~t tho reeling thnt my efforts 
<'re not <'pprecintcd very much. 
Strongly 
J\gree l 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
J\greo 1 2 l 4 5 
Strongly 
J\gree 
Strongly 
J\gree 
Strongly 
J\greo 
1 
l 
l 
2 
2 
2 
) 4 5 
) 4 5 
) 4 5 
Strongly 
Disagreo 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disl!lgrel" 
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ru:i\sr. Hi\!1K 111r. DEGREE TO WllICll YOU i\G!1EE OR DISi\GREE WITll TllE fOLLOWillG 
STi\TEHEllTS A'{ FI LLillG Ill TllE llUHBER WllICll BEST HATCHES HOW YOU fEEL. IF 
YOU i\RE llOT SURF., FLF.i\SE fILL Ill IJ. 
1 
Stronqly 
AqrP.n 
2 
Agree 
) 
!lot 
Sure 
4 
Disagree 
15. Which gtatement best describes your child? 
1. almost always likes to play with me, 
2. sometimes likes to play with me, 
4. usually doesn't liko to play with me, 
5. almost nevor likes to play with me. 
16. Hy child cries and fusses: 
1. much less than I had expected, 
2. less than I expected, 
J. about as much as I expected, 
4. much more than I expected, 
5. it seems almost constant. 
17. Hy child seems to cry or !uss more Strongly 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
oCtnn than most children. Agree 1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
18. When playing, mu child doesn't 
o!ten giggle or laugh. 
19. Hy child generally wakes up in 
a bad mood. 
20. I !eel that my child is very 
moody and easily upset. 
21. Hy child looks a little di!!erent 
thnn I expected and it bothers 
22. 
mo at times. 
In ~ome areas my child seems to 
hnvo forgotten past learnings 
and hnd gone back to doing things 
charncteristic or younger children. 
2J. Hy child doesn't seem to learn as 
quickly as most children. 
24. Hy child doesn't seem to smile as 
much as most children. 
25. lly chllcl does" !ow things which 
bother mn a great deal. 
215. lly child is not able to do as 
nuch ns I expected. 
27 ~ Hy ch l ld does not like to ba 
cuddled or touched very much. 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
~trongly 
Agree 
1 2 
l 2 
1 2 
l 2 
1 2 
1 2 
l 2 
1 2 
1 2 
l 2 
) 4 
) 4 
) 4 
) 4 
3 4 
3 4 
) 4 
J 4 
J 4 
3 4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Dlsagrl!o 
strongly 
Disagree 
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rLf,\SF: 1!1\PK TllF: DEGREE TO Wll IC!I YOU l\GREf: OR DISl\GREE WlTll THE roLLOWillC 
ST1\TF.!1F.llTS RY fILLI!IG Ill THE llL'llBER WllICll BEST lil\TCllES HOW YOU rEEL. IT 
YOU l\RE I/OT SURE, FLEl\SE FI LI, Ill I J. 
l 
Strongly 
l\grno 
2 
l\gree 
28. ~hrn my child came home from 
tho ho!'lpital, I had doubtful 
f1>1>lingn about my ability to 
handle being a parent. 
29. Being a parPnt ls harder than 
I thought it would be. 
JO. I !eel capable and on top of 
thinqB when I am caring for my 
child. 
Jl. Compared to the average child, 
my child has a great deal of 
difficulty in getting used to 
changes in schedules or changes 
around the house. 
J2. Hy child reacts very strongly 
when something happens that my 
child doesn't like. 
J 
!lot 
sure 
4 
Disagree 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Agree 1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree l 2 3 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree 1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree l 2 3 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree 1 2 3 4 5 
Stronqly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Dhagr•e 
Strongly 
Disagree 
strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
JJ. t.1>1winq my child with a babysitter Strongly Strongly 
Disagree ls usually a problem. Agree l 2 3 4 5 
34. Hy child gets upset easily over 
tho smallest thing. 
35. Hy child easily notices and 
overrracts to lout sounds and 
bright lights. 
J6. Hy child's sleeping or eating 
schrdule was much harder to 
establish than I expected. 
J7. Hy child usually avoids a new 
toy for a while before beginning 
to play with it. 
JS. It ta~1>s a long time and it is 
very hard for my child to get 
U!'lr<I to nc1.1 things. 
J9. lly child doesn't seem COJ11fortablo 
when "ecting strangers. 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
1.gree 
Strongly 
J\gree 
1 2 
1 2 
l 2 
1 2 
l 2 
1 2 
) 4 5 
) 4 5 
) 4 5 
) 
' 
5 
) 
' 
5 
) 4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
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rl.f1\Sf. !!1\PK Tl!f. OF.GRF.f. TO 1:111c11 YOU J\GP.EE OR DISAGREE HIT!! T!IE fOLLOWillG 
ST1\TFl!EllTS E\"l FILI.IllG Ill Tllf. lll'l!BER 1-:llICll DEST HJ\TC!IES llOH YOU FEEL. IF 
'lOU J\Rf. llOT 5l1RF., PU:1\SE FILL Ill I). 
1 
Stron'JlY 
Aqrt'O 
2 
J\gren 
) 
!lot 
Suro 
4 
Disaqren 
40. Wht'n up~ot, my child is: 
1. t'asy to calm down, 
2. harder to calm down than I expected, 
4. vrry diCCicult to calm down, 
5. nothinq I do helps to calm my child. 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
41. I havn found that getting my child to do something or stop doing 
somnthin'J 19: 
1. much harder than I expected 
2. somt'what harder than I expected, 
3. about as hard as I expected, 
4. somewhat easier than I expected, 
5. much easier than I expected. 
42. Think carefully and count the number or thinqs which your child does 
that bothers you. For example: dawdles, refuses to listen, 
overactivn, cries, interrupts, rights, whines, etc. Please !ill in 
tho number which includes the number or things you counted. 
5. 10~ 
1. 1-3 
2. 4-5 
) . 6-7 
4. B-9 
4J. When my child cries it usually lasts: 
1. less than 2 minutes, 
2. 2-5 minutes, 
3. 5-10 minutes, 
4. 10-15 minutes, 
5. more than 15 minutes. 
44. Thrrn arc some things my child Strongly 
does that really bothers me a lot. Agree l 2 J 4 5 
45. Hy child has had more health 
problems than I expected. 
46. As my child has qrown older and 
brcomn nore indPpendent, I !ind 
ny~t'lr morn worried that my child 
will qet hurt or into trouble. 
47. Hy child turned out to be more o! 
a problem than I had expected. 
48. Hy child seems to be much harder 
to earn (or than most. 
Strongly 
Agree l 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
l 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
) 4 5 
) 4 5 
) 4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Dhagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
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rl F1\Sf. l!MlK TllF: C'f.GREE TO WllICll YOU i\GRF.f. OR DIS1\GREE Wllll TllE FOLLOWillG 
STi\TEllf.llTS IH FILLillG Ill TllE !!UMBER \.:JIICll BEST Hi\TCllES HOW YOU FEEL. Ir 
\'OU i\RE llOT SURE, rLEi\SE FILL 111 IJ. 
l 
Strongly 
J\qreo 
;i 
J\greo 
) 
llot 
Sure 
4 
Di!l1'greo 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
49. Hy child is always handing on me. Strongly 
Agree l 2 3 4 5 
Strongly 50. Hy child rn;\Y.es more demands on 
me than most children. J\greo l 2 l 4 5 
51. I cC1n't maY.o decisions without 
help. 
52. I have had many more problems 
raiBing children than I expected. 
53. I enjoy being a parent. 
Strongly 
J\greo 
Strongly 
1\gree 
Strongly 
l 2 ) 4 5 
1 2 ) 4 5 
1\gree l 2 l 4 5 
54. I reol that I am succeBBful moBt Strongly 
or the time when I try to get 1\gree 1 2 l 4 5 
my child to do or not do Bomethinq. 
55. Since I brought my last child home Strongly 
from the hospital, I find that I J\gree 1 2 l 4 S 
am not ablo to take care or this 
child as well as I thought I could. 
I ncod help. 
56. I oftrn have tho reeling that I 
cannot handle things very well. 
Strongly 
Agree l 2 l 4 5 
57. When I think about myself as a parent I believe: 
1. I can handle anything that happens, 
2. I can handle most things pretty well, 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
J. sometimes I have doubts, but !ind that I handle moet 
things without any problems, 
4. I have some doubts about being able to handle things, 
5. I don't think I handle things very well at all. 
58. I feel thC1t I am: 
1. a very good parent, 
2. a better than average parent, 
J. an average parent, 
4. a per~on who has some trouble being a parent, 
5. not very good at being a parent. 
59. ~hi'lt w<'rl' the highest levels in school or college you and the child's 
fathrr/mother have completed? 
Hothar: 
l. 1-Bth grade 
2. 9-12th grade 
J. Vocational or some collage 
4. CollAqn qraduato 
5. Graduate or ~rofesRicnal scm>ol 
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ru:,\Sf. ,,,\P.K lllf. [~EGREf. TO WllICll YOU /\GP.EE OR DISl\GREE WITH TllE rou.owu:c 
STl\TF.HF.!IT!j ny FILLillG I!I TllE llUHBER WllICll BEST MATCHES HOW YOU FEEL. Ir 
YOU l\RE llOT !;UP.E, PLEl\SE FILL Ill IJ. 
1 
Strongly 
l\gr('l'l 
2 
l\qrce 
1. l-8th grade 
2. 9-12th grade 
) 
!lot 
Suro 
J. Vocational or some college 
~. College graduato 
4 
Disagree 
5. Graduate or pro(esslonal school 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
61. 110·..1 o.i~e is it (or you to understand what your child 1.1ant!I or need!l7 
1. V('ry easy, 
2. c-.ir.y, 
l. somewhat dlC!lcult, 
4. it ls very hard, 
5. I usually can't (igure out what tho problem ls. 
1;2. It t11kr!1 ,., long tino !or parents 
to dovPlop clo~e, warm (eellngs 
for their children. 
6J. I c-xpocted to havo closer and 
warmer (eelings !or my child than 
I do and this bothers me. 
64. SonctimPs my child does things 
that bother me just to be mean. 
65. When I was young, I never !alt 
comfortable holding or taking 
care o! children. 
66. Hy child knows I am his or her 
pa~rnt and wants me more than 
oth«>r p«>ople. 
67. Thn numb('r o! children that I 
now is too many. 
68. Host o! my li!e ls spent doing 
things for my child. 
69. I !ind myself giving up more o! 
my lifn to meet by children's 
need~ than I ever expected. 
70. I !eel trapped by my 
resronsibllities as a parent. 
71. I o(tPn reel that my child's 
n«>c>d~ control my li!e. 
Strongly 
l\gree 1 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree 1 2 ) 5 
Strongly 
Agree 1 2 ) 5 
Strongly 
Agree 1 2 ) 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree 1 2 ) 4 5 
Strongly 
l\gree l 2 ) 4 5 
strongly 
Agree l 2 ) 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree l 2 ) 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree l 2 ) 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree l 2 ) 4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
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rr.r,\r,r. H1\PK Tiff. [)f.GRf.f. TO \,-;llICll YOU l\GP.f.f. CR DISl\GPF:E WITll TllE roLLOWl!IG 
sr,\TF:!lf.tlT5 n'i FI!.l.lllG Ill TllE llUl-IBER WllICJI l'lEST HJ\TCllES llOW YOU FEEL. If 
i'OIJ l\RF: llOT SURE, ru:,\SE rI LL Ill I). 
2 
l\grea 
72. Since hnving this child I hnve 
brr.n unable to do new and 
different things. 
!lot 
sure 
7J. Since h;ivinq n child I !eel that 
I am almost never able to do 
thlnqs that I like to do. 
74. It 1'1 h;inl to rind a place in our 
hcmt> where I can qo to be by 
my!lt>lf. 
75. Wht>n I think about the kind of 
p;irrnt I am, I often !eel guilty 
or bad about myself. 
7~. I am unhnppy with the last 
purchase of clothing I made for 
myself. 
strongly 
J\greo 
Strongly 
J\greo 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
J\grao 
Strongly 
Agree 
4 
Disagree 
1 2 
l 2 
1 2 
l 2 
1 2 
77. Whrn my child misbehaves or fusses Strongly 
J 4 
J 4 
J 4 
J 4 
J 4 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
too much I feel responsible, as if Agree 1 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
I didn't do something right. 
7B. I !rel every time my child does 
something wrong it is really my 
fault. 
79. I o!trn !eel guilty about the 
way I feel towards my child. 
BO. Thero are quite a few things that 
bother mo about my life. 
Bl. I rolt sadder and more depressed 
than I expected after leaving the 
hospital with my baby. 
B2. I wind up feeling guilty when I 
gPt angry at ~y child and this 
bothers me. 
8J. l\!ter my child had been home from 
the hospital !or about a month, I 
notlcrd that I was feeling more 
nad and depressed than I had 
expectr.d. 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
J\gree 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
J 4 
J 4 
J 4 
J 4 
J 4 
J 4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Diaagre• 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
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l'l.f1\~f. l!.\T~K lllf. l~F.<.PF.f. TO v:111c11 YOU l\C.RF.f. OR DISl\GRf.F. Ul111 TllE TOLLOWlllr, 
~T1\Tr!IF.!1T<; n'l rILLI!IG Ill TllE llL'llDER 1.;111c11 nr.sT Hl\TCllf.S llOW YOU TEEL. Ir 
i'NJ flPF. llOT SIJPF., FLf.l\SF. FIL!. Ill I). 
R4. 
115. 
81). 
R 7. 
88. 
Strongly 
flqrc-C' 
2 
l\qrro 
J 
!lot 
Suro 
slncn h1'vlnq my child, my spouse 
(m1'lr/frmale fric-nd) has not 
qlvc-n m~ a~ much hrlp and surport 
l\!l I ,.xrC'ctC'd. 
!Living I\ child hl\!1 Cl\U'1ed norC' 
rr~blC'm~ thl\n I C'XprCtC'd in my 
rrlatlonqhip with my spouse 
(ml\lr/ff"ml\lC' friC'nd). 
sincC' having a child my spousC' 
(or nalr/fcmale friend) and I 
don't do as many things togC'ther. 
Siner hl\vlng my child, my spouse 
(or ml\lf"/fC'malo friend) and I 
don't spen1 as much time 
togcthf"r as a family as I had 
expected. 
Since having my last child, I 
have leqs interest in sex. 
Strongly 
l\qrea 
Strongly 
l\qrr.e 
Strongly 
l\gree 
Strongly 
l\gree 
Strongly 
Agreo 
89. !laving a child st>ems to have Strongly 
4 
Disi.qreo 
l 2 
l 2 
l 2 
1 2 
1 2 
) 4 
) 
) 4 
) 4 
) 4 
5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
5 
s 
5 
5 
s 
Strongly 
Disagree 
strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Dhagreo 
Strongly 
Disagree 
incrc-aqC'd the number o! problems l\greo 1 2 J 4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
wo hl\vo with in-laws and relatives. 
strongly 90. llavin-::J childrf.'n has been much • 
more C'Y.pC'nsive than I had 
C'XpC'cted. 
Agree l 2 J 4 5 
91. I !Pel alono and without friends. Strongly 
Agree 1 2 J 4 5 
9 J. 
94. 
When I go to a party I usually 
expect not to enjoy myself. 
I am not as interested in people 
as I used to be. 
I often have the feeling that 
other people my own age don't 
particularly like my company. 
When I run into a problem taking 
care o( my children I have a lot 
ot pPople to whom I can talk to 
get help or advice. 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
strongly 
Agree 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 J 5 
2 ) 5 
2 J 5 
2 J 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Strongly 
Di•agr•• 
strongly 
Di•aqree 
Strongly 
Dhaqreo 
Strongly 
Dhaqr•• 
Stronqly 
Oh agree 
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96. 
•n. 
99. 
99. 
100. 
l 
Strongly 
/\qrt"o 
2 
/\qreo 
Sinct! h 0'\V i n'J children 
lot 
'"""''-" r 
ch<lnct'."!l to 
) 
!lot 
Suro 
I h<\VC 
" !;{'O my 
rrlt"nd!l 11 llri to m11ko new friends. 
011rlnq thn p.,!\t six ~onths I h.,vo 
bt"t'fl Rickr>r th11n U5U<ll or h,'\'JO 
h.,ri mort" llCht'."9 11nd pain!I than 
I norm., 11 y clo. 
rhy.,ic,,l ly, r (C'C'l good most of 
tho time. 
ll<lving a child has caused 
ch11nqc9 in tho 
"""Y I sleep. 
I don't cnjoy things as I 
used to. 
Stronqly 
J\qree 
Strongly 
/\qrl!n 
Stronqly 
Agree 
Strongly 
J\gree 
strongly 
101. Since I've h1'd my child: 
1. I have been sick a great deal, 
2. I haven't felt as good,) 
4 
Disaqreo 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
J 4 
) 4 
J 4 
J 4 
4. I haven't noticed any change in my health, 
5. I have been healthier. 
5 
Stronqly 
Disaqrea 
Stronqly 
5 Disaqreo 
Stronqly 
5 Di11aqrPo 
Stronqly 
s Disagree 
Strongly 
5 Disagree 
Stronqly 
During the l11st 12 months, have any of the following events occurred in 
your immediate family? 
102. Divorce 
103. H<\rital reconciliation 
104. Harriage 
105. Separation 
106. Pregnancy 
101. other relative moved into 
household 
109. Income increased substantially 
(20' or more) 
109. Wt"nt deeply into debt 
110. Moved to new location 
111. Promotion at work 
YES 110 
YES 110 
YES 110 
YES 110 
YES llO 
YES no 
YES NO 
YES 110 
YES tlO 
YES tlO 
P\lr I n<J th" 1.1-;t 17. r-:onth5, h.1vc ;:iny or tha Col low inq c'.'cnts occurred in 
your l l"':"l("li ,, tc r .1:-1 l l y? 
l l L Inco~n dl'.'CrC'o'.\r.l'.'d !lUb!lti\nt L"l 11 y YF.S 110 
11). i\lcohol or druq problcr.1 YF.S JIO 
l 14. !)(",,th or clo!lo rnr.1i ly friend '/ES JIO 
115. nrqo'.\n 111''"' job YES 110 
l 16 . F.ntrrrd nrw i;chool YES 110 
11 7. Troubln wlth !lupcriorn l\t work YES 110 
I l F! • Troubln wlth tco'.\chcrn I\ t !tchool YES 110 
119. l.rq., 1 problcn YES 110 
12 0. Ocilth o! immcdiilto family member YES 110 
11 
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APPENDIX E 
Please rill in the followinq intoraation: 
Infant Sex 
Infant Aqe 
Infant aqe at entry inU> day care __ (vee.lts) 
Nuaber of children ( includinq th.is in!ant) __ I in day care 
Birth order of this in!ant 
Your Aqe: 
Under 18 
40-49 
Father's Aqe: 
Under 18 
40-49 
Your Marital Status: 
18-21 
50-59 
18-21 
50-59 
22-29 
over 60 
22-29 
over 60 
30-J9 
30-39 
Ho Spouse 
Karried __ Divorced _ Widow/Widower 
Never Married _ Separated 
Yearly Faa.ily Incoae: (optional) 
Below S5,000 
10,000 - 20,000 
-- 30,000 - 40,000 
- 50,000 - 60,000 
Your Kthnic Bac:Xqround: 
_ Caucasian 
__ oriental 
Your Education: 
_ Black 
__ other 
Below 8th Grade 
Hiqb SchoOl Graduate 
Bachelor's Deqree 
Doctoral Oeqree 
Your Spouse's Education: 
Below 8th Grade 
Higb ScbOOl Graduata 
Bachelor' a Deqree 
Doctoral Daqree 
Your occupation: 
Your Spouae•s OCcupatlon: 
- 5,000 - 10,000 
- 20,000 - 30,000 
--- 40,000 - 50,000 
_ over 60,000 
_ Hispanic 
_ So1M Hiqb SChool 
_ So1M COUeqe 
_ Ma9ter•s Daqree 
_ Vocational or Technical 
- so.. Riqh Scbool 
_ So1M COUeqe 
- Ma9ter'• Deqree 
_ Vocational or Tec:bnlcal 
--------... , .. .,.. '"-.·- .-
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